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Preface

Things are best known by opposition, and are all the better 
known when the opposites are put side-by-side.

Aristotle, Rhetoric III, 9

City architecture and computer architecture have many striking similarities. Some 
of these similarities are evident from their sharing of names: the names gate, port, 
and pipeline are used to describe things in both cities and computers. These 
names are derived from ancient cities. 

This book compares such similarities by illustrating them, side-by-side. Each page 
shows a city image on the left and an analogous computer image on the right.

Side-by-Side Comparisons

We use the term architecture to mean form and function—how cities and 
computers are physically built, how their hardware or software parts connect, and 
how these connected parts function. We do not consider the many aesthetic quali-
ties of city or computer architecture.

Soon after young people growing up in cities begin exploring their homes—the 
storage places (boxes, drawers, and cupboards), controlled openings (doors and 
windows), rooms, and hallways—they begin to understand how these parts work 
and what can be done with them. By the time they begin driving a car, their under-
standing expands to their city’s road network, which gives access to much bigger 
spaces and experiences. This understanding of cities can illuminate many aspects 
of how computers, and in particular microprocessors, work. 

Many people think computers are complex, but they give little thought to the 
complexity of cities. This is remarkable, because cities, by some measures, are 
much more complex than computers. Computers are only one of thousands of 
complex devices used by people in cities. 

Perhaps the reason for our intuitive understanding of cities is their familiarity in 
human history: Cities are the creations of billions of people over five thousand 
years, whereas computers are the creations of far fewer people over less than one 
hundred years. 

Computer Image
On Right Side

City Image
On Left Side

One striking difference between cities and computers is their ease of reconfigura-
tion. The functions of many computers are reprogrammable within seconds, 
whereas many city functions are reconfigurable only through lengthy and costly 
physical remodeling of their buildings or neighborhoods. 

The rich subject of computer software is barely touched on in this book, which 
focuses primarily on hardware. Software topics such as program types, instruction 
sets, data structures, programming paradigms, and algorithms have parallels in 
cities. City equivalents to computer software can be found in conventions that act 
as instructions—our laws, regulations, procedures, and habits of social interaction. 

Architectural ideas can be translated between cities and computers. City functions 
can be improved—made more productive, safe, and energy-efficient—by 
observing the ways in which computers implement analogous functions. And 
computer designers can find a cornucopia of fruitful ideas in the details with which 
seemly commonplace functions in cities are designed. Understanding these simi-
larities can lead to design innovations in both fields.

Forrest Warthman
Palo Alto, California

Martin Morf
Stanford, California
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An Historic View From Above

1. An Old City From Above
If you fly over the 15th-century Forbidden City in Beijing, you see a distinct pattern on 
the Earth below: rectangular shapes connected by lines, with portals through the 
surrounding wall in which people and vehicles enter and exit the city.

2. An Old Microprocessor From Above
If you look through a microscope at an early microprocessor, you see a similar 
pattern of rectangular shapes connected by lines, with wired pads along the edge for 
electrical signals to enter and exit the microprocessor. 
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A Modern View From Above

3. City Roads Connecting Buildings
If you fly over a modern city, you see a pattern similar to old cities: rectangular 
shapes connected by lines. It is blocks of buildings connected by roads. 

The gated walls that guarded old cities have been replaced in modern cities by traffic 
signals, sensors, video cameras, and roaming police. 

4. Microprocessor Wire Paths Connecting Blocks of Transistors
If you look at a modern microprocessor, you see the same pattern: rectangular 
shapes connected by lines. These are blocks of transistors connected by electrical 
conductors.
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An Early Analogy Between Cities and Microchips

5. City Blocks in Pasadena
Carver Mead, a professor at CalTech, was an early pioneer in semiconductors, also 
called microchips, which are formed by combining highly conductive materials, such 
as metals, with partially conductive materials, such as modified silicon. 

Mead used an analogy to visualize the size and layout of microchips: He said that if 
the distance between electrical paths on a 1970-era microchip were enlarged to the 
size of a city block, the microchip would look like a street map of the city of Pasa-
dena, California. 

6. City Blocks in a 1970-Era Microchip
The two figures on this page show Mead’s analogy—Pasadena city blocks on the left 
and a comparable number of microchip “city blocks” (also called “unit squares” 
defined by metal and polysilicon traces) on the right. 

The analogy works for the form of city blocks and microchip blocks, but it does not 
accurately portray their relative complexity. Whereas the microchip city blocks 
contain only a few functional objects (in this case, transistors), the Pasadena city 
blocks contain hundreds of buildings, each one with millions of functional objects. 

Poly
Metal

City Block (Unit Square)
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Building Gates and Transistor Gates

7. A Door in a Building
All buildings have doors. They are the means by which people, vehicles, and other 
objects enter and exit. They connect roads and sidewalks outside a building to hall-
ways and rooms inside the building. They also provide the means of controlling (or 
gating) the flow of objects. 

8. A Gate in a Transistor
The building door in the figure at the left is analogous to a gate in a transistor. The 
passage ways on either side of the building door are analogous to the metal source 
and drain paths on either side of the transistor’s gate. 

Transistors are the predominant devices in a microchip. Their functions are analo-
gous to building doors. The transistor’s gate controls the flow of electrons from the 
source to the drain. When a voltage is applied to the gate, electrons flow; when the 
voltage is removed, no electrons flow. 

Source Drain

Gate

electrons

Metal
Path to
Source

Metal
Path to

Drain
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Doors and Transistors

9. A Door in a Building
The door of a building is a control device. It controls the passage of any kind of mass 
or energy, in either direction.

Door
(Control 3)

Security Deadbolt
(Control 2)

Handle-Controlled Latch
(Control 1)

In

Out

Any Mass or Energy
(two-way)

10. A Transistor in a Microchip
The gate of a transistor is also a control device. It controls the passage of electrons, 
in one direction. When a voltage is applied to the gate, the gate closes so that elec-
trons can move from the transistor’s source (input) to its drain (output). A closed gate 
is analogous to an open door. 

Electrons (-)

(one-w
ay)

Source
(-)

Drain
(+)

Gate
(Control)
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Functional Objects

11. Functional Objects in a Building
City buildings contain huge numbers and types of functional objects. This figure 
shows hidden details in the door handle of Figure 9. Many are moving parts, and 
some require maintenance. 

Most of the visible objects in city buildings are made from many smaller parts, such 
as castings, bearings, gears, axles, washers, screws, and fabric threads. In the early 
years of the Industrial Revolution, even simple objects like these were as difficult to 
fabricate in large quantity as transistors are today.

12. Functional Objects in a Microchip
Microchips contain huge numbers of transistors that are combined to form logic 
gates. The figure above shows a pair of logic gates, outlined in red. 

Although the functional objects in microchips are fabricated in more advanced tech-
nologies than those in city buildings, microchip functional objects:

• Are of far fewer types (mostly transistors, capacitors, resistors, and metal paths).
• Have no moving parts.
• Require no maintenance.
• Are created in only a few hundred fabrication steps.

By contrast, large city buildings can require millions of fabrication steps, millions of 
moving parts, thousands of object types, and man-years of maintenance. 
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Buildings and Microchips

13. Flows Between a Building and its Environment
Buildings have doors and windows, each of which controls the movement of any type 
of mass or energy—rain, wind, sound, light, temperature, people, and animals, to 
name a few. 

Many doors have glass in them, so that they also function as windows, allowing illu-
minated objects to be seen from either side of the door. And many windows have 
hinges, handle latches, and shades or curtains, so they also function like doors. 

Air and
Smoke

People

Light

Odors

Heat

Water
Vapor

Sound

Insects

14. Flows Between a Microchip and its Environment
Microchips are packaged in ceramic or plastic materials that—like a building’s roof, 
walls, and floors—control the flow of energy and information. The microchip’s input-
and-output (I/O) connectors are implemented as metal pins or solder balls on the 
edge or bottom of the microchip’s package.

Electrons flow through these connectors, between internal transistors and the 
external circuit board on which the chip is mounted. The electron flows represent 
data and control signals. 

Electrons Electrons

Electrons

Electrons
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City Blocks and Circuit Boards

15. A Residential City Block
This city block contains buildings surrounded by roads that connect the buildings to 
the rest of the city. Several other networks—electrical, telephone, water, sewer, 
storm drain, and postal delivery—also connect the buildings to the rest of the city. 

Except for these shared interconnecting networks, the buildings operate as indi-
vidual entities. Each family pursues its activities with a high degree of independence. 

16. A Circuit Board
Microchips on a printed circuit board are connected by metal traces to other micro-
chips or components. The circuit board shown above contains microchips 
surrounded by cable connectors that connect the circuit board to its environment. 

Unlike buildings in a city block, the only networks implemented on this board are 
electrical networks, and the microchips do not operate independently but rather as 
part of an entire circuit board. 
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Buildings and Computer Racks

17. A Building With a Stack of Floors
This is a modern high-rise building, still under construction. It is a stack of floors inter-
connected by networks of hallways, elevators, escalators, stairs, power and commu-
nication wires, water and sewage pipes, etc. Each floor houses rooms that can 
operate either independently of, or dependently with, rooms elsewhere in the 
building. 

18. A Rack With a Stack of Computer Blades
Many circuit boards can be stacked in a single rack (or cabinet), like floors in a high-
rise building. The rack, or the room in which the rack is located, provides power and 
cooling for all of the blades. 

The circuit boards in this photo are nearly complete computers, called server blades. 
They are connected to each other and to external devices by wire or optical cables. 
As in city buildings, each blade in this rack can operate either independently of, or 
dependently with, other blades in the rack.
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Large Cities and Large Computer Systems

19. A Large City
The business centers of large cities are crowded with multi-floor buildings. Each 
building is a stack of floors, with several kinds of vertical-access channels. 

Each city block may have one or several buildings. Streets connect the blocks, and 
there are many networks underground for transportation, communication, water, 
sewage, storm drainage, and energy. 

20. A Large Computer System
Supercomputers contain hundreds of racks, each with stacks of many circuit boards. 
The racks are towers, like the high-rise buildings in a large city. The towers are 
connected by cables and cooling channels running vertically within racks and hori-
zontally beneath the floor.
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Interconnections

21. Streets Connect Buildings
City streets connect the buildings of the city. Vehicles and pedestrians cross paths 
through controlled and uncontrolled intersections. 

These streets support not only pedestrian and vehicular traffic, but also an immense 
quantity of information, objects, and activities that are unrelated to transportation 
traffic. Buildings are covered with signs, windows advertise their contents, and 
pedestrians engage in personal interactions.

22. Cables Connect Computer Racks
This is the rear of a computer rack. Dozens of electrical and optical cables function 
like city streets, connecting server blades in the rack with nearby or distant destina-
tions. 

Unlike city streets, these computer cables carry only data and control signals. They 
do not carry any information unrelated to those signals.
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Size

23. Sizes of Large Cities
Cities are much larger than computer systems. The island of Manhattan is shown 
above. It is less than 10% of New York City’s land area. Many cities are much larger 
than New York. Here are the land areas of some cities: 

• Altamira, Brazil: 61,660 miles2 (159,700 km2)
• Chongqing, China: 31,820 miles2 (82,400 km2)
• Beijing, China: 6,500 miles2 (16,800 km2)
• London, England: 660 miles2 (1,700 km2)
• Los Angeles, California: 500 miles2 (1,290 km2)
• New York, New York: 305 miles2 (790 km2)
• Manhattan Island, New York: 23 miles2 (60 km2)

24. Sizes of Large Computer Centers
Here are the sizes of the largest computer data centers, shown at the same scale as 
Manhattan Island on the left:

• Digital Realty Trust, Piscataway, New Jersey: 365,000 ft2 (33,900 m2)
• Google, Lenoir, North Carolina: 337,000 ft2 (31,300 m2)
• IBM, Boulder, Colorado: 300,000 ft2 (27,900 m2)

Compared with other large buildings, these data centers are rather small. For 
example, the Boeing Aircraft Company’s plant in Everett, Washington, occupies 
4,300,000 ft2 (400,000 m2) of land, and the Aalsmeer Flower Mart in the Netherlands 
occupies 10,600,000 ft2 (985,000 m2). 

IBM Google Digital Realty Trust
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Networks
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City and Semiconductor Networks

25. City Roads Connecting Buildings
When you look at a city from above, the most visible networks are roads. The roads 
connect the buildings of the city. They do this by connecting to each other at intersec-
tions and overpasses, forming networks that provide an immense choice of routes 
for traveling from one location to another throughout the city. 

26. Semiconductor Wires Connecting Transistors
When you look at a microprocessor from above, the most visible (barely visible) 
networks are its electrical conductors. These conductors are fabricated in multiple 
layers that connect the transistors to the electric power supply.
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Overhead Electrical Networks

27. Overhead Electrical Networks in Cities
Cities, like semiconductors, were once covered with overhead electrical wires. 
Streets were congested with wires carrying power, telephone, and telegraph signals. 
The left side of this photo shows New York City and Pratt, Kansas, in the 19th 
century. The right side shows India in the late 20th century.

In the central cities of developed countries, these electrical wires are now located in 
underground conduits or tunnels, but in the central cities of developing countries they 
are still overhead. 

28. Overhead Electrical Networks on Microchips
Modern microchips are covered with electrical networks. The blue color in this photo 
shows the metal layers, which are the top layers of the microchip. 

Metal layers are the primary conductors of electricity on microchips that are other-
wise only partially conductive—thus their name, semiconductor. The metal connects 
transistors and other circuit devices either directly, on the same layer, or through 
vertical channels to higher or lower conductive layers.
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Overhead Wireless Networks

29. Wireless Networks in Cities
In developed countries, many telecommunication wires in and between cities have 
been replaced by wireless microwave or satellite networks. 

Satellites are used in applications like broadcast media, in which a signal delay of 
0.25 second from source to destinations is acceptable. Applications such as tele-
phone or real-time control, in which delays are unacceptable, use fiber-optic cables 
on land or under oceans. 

30. Wireless Networks for Computers
Cell phones and Wi-Fi are among the fastest-growing networks in the world. They 
have piggy-backed onto preexisting telephone networks, using these older city 
networks to interconnect in and between cities. 
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Vertical Network Access

31. Vertical Network Access in Cities
City road networks have overpasses, bridges, and tunnels to implement vertical 
networking and provide unimpeded flow to crossing traffic. City buildings use escala-
tors, elevators, and stairways to support vertical networking and overpassing for 
pedestrians.

32. Vertical Network Access in Semiconductors
Most microchips have multiple layers of metal that cross over one another horizon-
tally to allow connections with the transistors below. Vertical channels, called vias, 
connect the horizontal layers. 
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33. Road-Network Geometries
Here are five of the most common geometries of city road networks (left to right, top 
to bottom):

• Grid Mesh
• Tree
• Star and Ring
• Bus

In all cases, the path segments may be unidirectional or bidirectional. 

34. Computer-Network Geometries
Computer networks use essentially the same geometries as city road networks:

• Grid Mesh: Nodes connect to one another by one or more path segments. 
Meshes are cyclic graphs—you can travel around in loops within them. 

• Tree: Nodes connect to one another by one or more path segments that form a 
unique path. Trees are acyclic graphs; they have no loops. 

• Star: Nodes connect to one another through a central node. Stars are acyclic 
graphs; they have no loops.

• Ring: Nodes connect to only two adjacent path segments. Rings are single loops 
connected to other networks.

• Bus: Nodes connect by a single path segment to a central bus, with no loops. 
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35. Cities are Connected by Road and Electrical Networks
Intercity networks are far-reaching, covering entire continents. The light in this night 
image from space is primarily from road networks and the buildings, street lights, and 
vehicles traveling on roads. 

Since ancient times, city planners have often imposed regular grid layouts on 
central-city parts of their road networks. But the scope of these efforts has been 
limited. Many road networks, especially old ones, are simply overlaid on the topog-
raphy of the land, and so they are irregular in shape. Seen from a distance, the road 
connections from one city to its neighbor have irregular, organic shapes, like the road 
networks linking ancient cities. 

36. Computers are Connected by the Internet
Most computers are connected to other computers over the public Internet or over 
private data-communication networks. The Internet is a huge collection of small 
networks consisting of Internet Service Providers (ISPs) at either end of a connection 
and major telephone or data networks providing the backbone connectivity in 
between. 

The image above is a partial map of the networks connected to the Internet. It is 
displayed as a three-dimensional tree structure.
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Circuit-Switching and Packet-Switching

37. Circuit-Switching on a Telephone Network
Telephone networks connect a source to a destination using a method called circuit 
switching. At the beginning of the call—after the calling party (the source) dials the 
destination’s phone number but before the two parties begin talking—the telephone 
company sends control information over the required links to set up a complete 
source-to-destination communication path (or circuit) that remains continuously 
connected for the entire time of the call. 

Having a circuit-switched link between you and the person you are calling is like 
having a dedicated freeway on a road network, in which the on-ramp location is 
where you are and the off-ramp location is where you want to go. 

Key:

Telephone central offices

Continuously connected links
during a telephone call

Source and destination telephones

Source Destination

38. Packet-Switching on the Internet
In most Internet communications, the source of a message (a computer) is 
connected to the destination (another computer) using a method called packet 
switching. Messages, such as email, are broken into small pieces of data called 
packets, which contain both control and data information. Each packet has a header 
(a small control part at the beginning) that contains the destination’s address. The 
rest of the packet is message data. 

The source computer sends its packets sequentially through a network of routers 
(page 32), each of which determines the next path-segment, or hop, that the packet 
should take to reach its destination. At the destination, the receiving computer reas-
sembles the message from the arriving packets. 

Key:

Routers
Packets (corresponding 
acknowledgements not shown)

Intermittently connected links
during an Internet session

Source and destination nodes

Source Destination

Disconnected links
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Interstate Road and Computer Networks

39. The U.S. Interstate Highway System Network
The Interstate Highway System connects major cities in the U.S. to highways that 
usually follow the topography of the land surface, and thus have irregular path 
segments. The path segments intersect in cities and connect those cities to their 
neighbors. If you travel across the country, you travel in a sequence of hops, from 
one city to the next, much like data packets traveling through the Internet. 

Many cities connect to more than one highway. In this sense, a city acts like a router 
(page 32), which is a mechanism that allows traffic arriving at an intersection to exit 
the intersection on a path segment that eventually leads to its destination.

40. An Internet Backbone Networks
An Internet backbone network looks much like the U.S. Interstate Highway System. 

On the Internet, computers connect to each other through routers. The backbone 
routers are typically located in or near cities. The figure above shows routing centers 
in the U.S. and the backbone segments on which they send data packets. 

There are a few dozen large telephone and data-communication companies oper-
ating networks that, collectively, make up the backbone of the Internet. These 
networks consist primarily of fiber-optic cables and microwave links. 
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Local Road and Computer Networks

41. Grid Roads are Mesh Networks
Many city roads are configured as grids. The grid intersections function like Internet 
routers—they give each driver the opportunity to switch their travel direction in order 
to reach their separate destination. Roads and intersections are shared by many 
vehicles moving toward different destinations. 

Grids are mesh networks—a type of network that forms a cyclic graph, which is a 
graph with loops. You can start from, and return to, any node by following one of 
many possible routes. We do this often in cities, to avoid traffic jams or to perform 
errands on our way to or from work. Mesh networks are robust; traffic that encounters 
an obstruction at any intersection has many alternative routes. 

Traveler’s route

42. Crossbar Switches are Mesh Networks
The computer network shown above works like the road network shown at the left. 
All nodes are connected by four bidirectional path segments (four pairs of inputs and 
outputs). Each node is a crossbar switch with 16 internal nodes, each capable of 
connecting a single, non-busy, one-way input to a single non-busy, one-way output. 

Unlike grid roads in cities, crossbar switches in computer networks are generally 
operated in ways that avoid cyclic loops. Information that traverses a network in 
loops can overwhelm the network with congestion. 
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Input 3 Output 1

Input 1
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Output 4

Four one-way inputs

Four one-way outputs
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43. Road Intersection with Input and Output Ports
Road intersections controlled by traffic lights operate like network switches. They 
arbitrate access to the intersection among four bidirectional road segments. 

Here, each road segment approaching the intersection is labeled with an input 
number. Each road segment leaving the intersection is labeled with an output 
number. These labels correspond to the port labels in the figure at the right. 
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44. Network Switch with Input and Output Ports
The top of this figure is a diagram of the city-road intersection, shown on the left. The 
bottom of the figure shows a topologically (geometrically) equivalent version of the 
top diagram, in a format that corresponds to a switch in a computer network. 

The computer-network version was derived from the road-intersection version simply 
by twisting the input and output ports so as to group them differently, without 
changing the connectivity between inputs and outputs. 
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Routers

45. Road Intersection with Input Lanes for Each Output
A router is a network switch that can determine which output port to use for each data 
packet at an input port. Road intersections can work like routers, in which the routing 
of vehicles is done by their drivers using road signs, maps, landmarks, or memory. 

Each port in the intersection above has multiple lanes. Traffic arrives at input 1 (In 1) 
in lanes that are assigned to specific outputs: Out 1 is a U-turn, Out 2 is a left turn, 
Out 3 is straight through, and Out 4 is a right turn. The arrival lanes act as buffers 
(queues) for cars waiting for transit through the intersection. 
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46. Network Router with Input Queues for Each Output
Most Internet routers contain both a switching and a routing function. Routing 
decides which output port the incoming data packets should go to, based on the 
destination specified in their header. Switching implements the transfer. 

The road intersection at left functions like a router with virtual output queues on its 
input ports. Packets are shown here as small, colored boxes, and they correspond to 
cars waiting in departure lanes. One queue on each input port is dedicated to one 
output port. Packets wait in these queues for the switch to transport them. 
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Channel Storage

47. Road Networks Have Large Channel Buffers
Local city roads networks have an unusual characteristic that is not found in 
computer networks: parking space along their edges. These parking spaces create 
an almost continuous storage buffer for cars. 

The dashed white lines in the figure above shows this parking space. The space is 
content-addressed storage (page 69), such that stored cars are located by visual 
recognition rather than by addresses or first-in, first-out (FIFO) organization.

48. Computer Switches Have Small Channel Buffers
Computer networks do not store data along the cables that connect switch inputs to 
switch outputs. 

Some switches have buffers at inputs and outputs, but these are very small. They 
are used to compensate for time differences between when inputs arrive, when 
inputs can be forwarded to outputs, and when next-hop routers are free to accept 
those outputs. 
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49. Routing by Maps, Road Signs, and Landmarks
In cities, routing is the method by which we select the turns to take at each road inter-
section along a path from our starting point to our destination. We usually determine 
our routes by some combination of prior knowledge (our memory), road maps, road 
signs, and visual landmarks. 

50. Routing By Destination-Address Tables
Internet routers forward data packets from input ports to output ports using a routing 
table, which is a list of destination addresses and their corresponding output ports. 

Routers get a packet's destination address from the packet’s header (the front part of 
the packet), and the router chooses an output port that will take the packet to that 
destination address. The output port connects to the next router (next hop) on a path 
that eventually leads to the packet’s final destination.
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Elevators as Routers

51. Building Router—an Elevator
Building elevators also function like network routers: (1) A passenger looks up his 
destination floor in a list near the elevator doors, then he pushes a button to request 
passage; (2) From inside the elevator he presses another button to specify his desti-
nation floor; (3) The elevator takes him to the destination; (4) He exits at the destina-
tion. 
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52. Network Router
A network router functions like a building elevator. (1) A data packet arrives at a 
router, the router reads the packet’s destination in its header, and the router looks up 
the associated output port in a table that the router maintains; (2) The packet enters 
one of the routers input queues to await transit; (3) The router transports the packet 
to the output port; (4) The packet exits at its output port.
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Fast Paths

53. Fast Paths in Transportation Networks
In cities, average travel speeds vary from residential roads (slowest), to arterial 
roads, to freeways and tunnels (fastest). The faster roads may also have fast lanes 
for car pools and buses. Subway systems often have local and express trains. High-
rise buildings often have local and express elevators. 

Freeway routes from one on-ramp to one off-ramp are like circuit-switched networks 
(Figure 37 on page 28), whereas routes that pass through a series of controlled inter-
sections are like packet-switched networks (Figure 38 on page 28).

54. Fast Paths in Router Networks
Computer networks may also have fast paths. The router network shown above 
connects 64 central processing units (CPUs). Each router has up to ten bidirectional 
ports: eight black-colored paths that directly connect adjacent CPUs and routers, 
and two green-colored fast paths that connect non-adjacent routers. 

Like fast paths in transportation networks, the fast paths in router networks skip over 
some routers in order to reach distant routers more quickly. Fast paths also provide 
alternate routes to avoid traffic congestion. 
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Low-Density Networks

55. Suburban Road Network
Suburbs have lower population and traffic densities than central cities, allowing their 
road networks to have fewer path segments and intersections. This is done for cost 
reasons—suburban communities and developers have less money to spend on 
roads than their urban counterparts—and it is also desirable for privacy and calm. 

Two side effects of fewer path segments and intersections are (1) a reduction in the 
cyclic-graph character of the road network, shown in Figure 42 on page 30, and (2) 
an increase in single points of failure, which are points that, when blocked, can stall 
traffic movement for arbitrarily long delays. 

56. Low-Cost Computer Network
Grid mesh networks, such as those on page 30, can be very costly. The cost can be 
reduced without reducing switching speed substantially by using smaller crossbar 
switches, more switch stages, and cables between the switch stages, as in the 
butterfly network shown above. 

Instead of a single 64-input by 64-output (64x64) crossbar, the butterfly network uses 
48 4x4 crossbars. It transfers packets from any input to any unused output in two 
hops (two switch stages), compared with one hop in a 64x64 crossbar and up to 14 
hops in a grid mesh network. As with suburban roads, however, there are draw-
backs: (1) lack of path diversity (only one possible route from a given input to a given 
output), and (2) single points of failure. 
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Packet-Switched Network Addresses

57. 19th-Century Postal Envelope
Packet-switched networks (page 28) work like postal networks. The address on the 
front of a letter specifies the destination, and the post offices between the letter’s 
source and destination route the letter from one post office to the next, hop by hop. 

Although building addresses had been used as early as the first-century A.D., the 
U.S. Postal Service still accepted letters addressed with only a person and street 
name, without a street address, as late as the 19th century. This method of 
addressing is a blend of geographic and content addressing. It uses the content of 
the street (the people and businesses residing on the street), together with a postal 
carrier’s knowledge of that content, to locate the destination of the letter.

Destination

PriceTimeSource

58. Internet Protocol (IP) Packet Header
Internet packets contain a header that, like the information on the envelope of a 
postal letter, specifies the packet’s source and destination addresses, plus other 
details about the packet. 

Routers use the destination address to route the packet to its geographic destination. 
The routers determine the geographic destination hop by hop (router by router), in an 
incremental discovery process. At each hop, a routing table (page 34) specifies the 
possible output ports for the destination address. 
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Message Transfers

59. Postal Message Protocols
Postal messages, unlike Internet messages, are not broken up into many small 
packets for transmission. Instead, postal messages are delivered as a single thing. 

But aside from that difference, the steps in postal-message transmission are like 
those used for Internet-message transmission. Starting from the top-left side in the 
figure above: 

(1) The sender writes a letter. 

(2) The sender gives the letter to the post office.

(3) The post office sorts the letter according to its destination.

(4) The post office loads the letter onto a carrier vehicle appropriate for the route.

(5) The carrier vehicle moves the letter to the next post office along the route, from 
source to destination. 
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60. Internet Message Protocols
Internet messages, such as email, are moved, hop by hop, through a sequence of 
protocol layers, which are functions performed by computers and routers. 

The steps map, in a general way, to those in the postal-message transmission.

Starting from the top-left side in the figure above: 

(1) The sender writes an email message. 

(2) The sender’s computer breaks the message into packets.

(3) The sender’s router determines the next network hop the message should take.

(4) The sender’s switch (part of its router) converts the packets into a bit stream.

(5) The sender’s modem converts the bit stream to electrical signals, which are sent 
to the next hop. 
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Cooling and Heating Networks

61. Cooling and Heating Networks in City Buildings
City buildings have extensive networks of ducts for heating and cooling. These 
networks have branches installed in the ceilings, where they are not readily visible, 
with major moving parts (air coolers and fans) and heaters on the roof, intermediate 
floors, and basements. 

62. Cooling Networks for Computers
Large data centers house racks of server blades together with water cooling and 
power supplies in standard freight containers, which are trucked into the centers.

Personal computers may have internal fans that cool their microchips. Some high-
performance workstations have liquid coolant circulating between microchips and 
radiator fins.
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Local Power Distribution Networks

63. Power and Ground in City Buildings
City buildings receive electric power from the city’s distribution lines outside the 
buildings or under the ground. 

In the U.S, a home connects to the city’s electric network by three wires: 120 Volt 
(phase 0°), 120 Volt (phase 180°), and Neutral. The fourth wire, Ground, is 
connected to a nearby metal rod or plumbing pipe. 

Connections between one of the 120-Volt wires and Neutral gives 120-Volt power. 
Connections between both 120-Volt wires (omitting Neutral) gives 240-Volt power. 
The Ground and Neutral wires were the same in early electrical installations, but they 
are now separate. The Neutral wire returns current on 120-Volt circuits, and the 
Ground wire connects metal junction boxes to the Earth. 
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64. Power and Ground in Computer Systems
Microchips receive electric power from a power supply inside the computer system of 
which they are a part. The power supply, in turn, receives its power from a building’s 
power outlet, which is connected to the city’s distribution lines through a panel such 
as the one shown on the left. 

The figure above shows the metal layers of Intel’s first microprocessor, the 4004 
(page 9). The edge pads labeled Power and Ground connect the computer system’s 
power supply to the transistors and other components throughout the micropro-
cessor. The metal traces connected to these edge pads are called the power plane 
and the ground plane. Only a few volts of direct-current power are used. 
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Other Networks Within Buildings, With No Computer Counterparts

65. Empire State Building

There are other types of networks within buildings that have no counterpart in 
computer systems. These include:

• Figure 66 Drinking-Water Network—Most modern buildings have separate 
pipe networks for drinking water and fire sprinklers. They may also have net-
works for cooling and plant-irrigation water. Modern drinking-water networks 
include many anti-siphon devices, which are one-way valves (page 81) that 
prevent used water from backing up into the fresh-water supply network. 

• Figure 67 Sewage-Pipe Network—These networks are hidden behind cabi-
nets, walls, floors, and ceilings. The networks include disposable water going 
to the city sewer lines, venting pipes going to the roof of the building, and U-
shaped trap pipes that prevent sewer odors from entering the living space. 

• Figure 68 Gas Network—Gas is often used in buildings for cooking, space 
heating, and hot-water heating. 

• Figure 69 Hallway Network—Hallways connect a building’s external entrances 
to its internal rooms. They function like road networks, which give access to a 
city’s buildings, and thus represent a lower level in the hierarchy of a city’s 
transportation networks. 

• Figure 70 Elevator Network—Passenger elevators in high-rise buildings can 
occupy a large portion of the ground-storey floor area. These buildings may 
also have separate elevator networks for freight and supplies (dumbwaiters 
and paternosters).

• Figure 71 Escalator and Stairway Network—These alternatives to elevators 
give access to a building’s vertical dimensions. They connect rooms and hall-
ways on all storeys of the building. 

• Figure 72 Fire-Sprinkler Network—The flow of water in a fire-sprinkler network 
is controlled by heat-sensitive sprinkler heads in the ceilings. The pipes carry-
ing this water, which lies dormant for years, are hidden in the ceilings. 

• Figure 73 Fire-Alarm Network—The wires that make up this alarm network 
connect electrical sensors with alarm bells, telephone lines, and sometimes a 
public-address or special signage system. 

• Figure 74 Steam Network—Steam was commonly used for space heating in 
buildings, but it is losing its popularity in many modern cities.

• Figure 75 Video-Security Network—Closed-circuit TV (CCTV) networks are 
used in almost all large buildings. They include the cable from many cameras 
and a control room where images can be monitored. 

• Figure 76 Trash-Chute Network—Trash chutes can be found in all sizes of 
buildings, from small homes and condominiums to high-rise buildings. They 
simplify the disposal of physical trash. 

• Figure 77 Parking-Lot Road Network—Large buildings often have multi-storey 
underground parking lots with road networks that gives access to parking 
spaces.
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66. Drinking-Water Network

67. Sewage-Pipe Network

68. Gas Network

69. Hallway Network

70. Elevator Network

71. Escalator and Stairway Network

72. Fire-Sprinkler Network

73. Fire-Alarm Network

74. Steam Network

75. Video-Security Network

76. Trash-Chute Network

77. Parking-Lot Road Network

http://www.nationalgeographic.com/nyunderground/docs/nymain.html
http://www.nationalgeographic.com/nyunderground/docs/nymain.html
http://www.nationalgeographic.com/nyunderground/docs/nymain.html
http://www.nationalgeographic.com/nyunderground/docs/nymain.html
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Other Networks Within Cities, With No Computer Counterparts

78. New York City’s Underground Profile (click figure title for audio tours)

There are other types of networks (Figure 78), outside of buildings but still within 
cities, that have no counterpart in computer systems. These include:

• Figure 79 Surface Tram—Unlike city buses, which ride on public roads, most 
surface trams ride on rail networks that are separate from (though often over-
laid on) the road network. Trams and buses driven by electricity also have their 
routes defined by overhead electrical lines that provide the energy to propel 
them. 

• Figure 80 Subway—Most subway cars ride on rail networks, like trams, 
although some ride on rubber wheels in well-defined tracks. The nodes of a 
subway network are the stations at which trains stop for passengers. 

• Figure 81 Water—Water networks are the most vital of all city networks. With-
out them, cities cannot support large populations. Many cities in the develop-
ing world still use ground wells from which residents obtain water is buckets. 
Modern cities get most of their water through a network of pipes that receive 
water through aqueducts from nearby reservoirs, lakes, or rivers. The water is 
physically filtered and chemically treated before it is distributed to consumers. 

• Figure 82 Sewer—In old cities, water-born sewage was often discharged 
directly to city streets or nearby rivers. In modern cities, sewer water is physi-
cally filtered and chemically treated before being discharged to the environ-
ment. This modern handling of sewer water has greatly improved public 
health. In addition to sewer systems, cities may also have separate storm-
water drainage systems. 

• Figure 83 Natural Gas—Before electricity became commonly available, city 
gas networks provided much of the energy for heating, cooking, and lighting. 
Gas networks are still in common use for heating and cooking. 

• Figure 84 Steam—Some large cities still provide steam for heating large build-
ings. When steam networks were introduced in the late 19th century, they 
were a clean-energy alternative to coal for heating buildings. Today, they are 
disappearing from use as electric and gas heat takes their place. 

Networks can be characterized by whether they are closed- or open-loop systems. 
In closed-loop networks, the things flowing on the network cannot leave the 
network under normal operating conditions. In open-loop networks, the things 
flowing are able to leave the network. Surface trams, subways, and steam are 
closed-loop networks. Water, sewer, and gas can operate as open-loop networks. 
For example, a water network operates as a closed-loop network if all its faucet 
valves are closed, but it becomes an open-loop network if a faucet valve is opened 
and water runs out into the environment. 

http://www.nationalgeographic.com/nyunderground/docs/nymain.html
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79. Surface Tram

80. Subway
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82. Sewer

83. Natural Gas

84. Steam
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Other Networks Between Cities, With No Computer Counterparts

85. An Intercity Water Network—Roman Aqueducts

In addition to the networks within buildings and cities that have no counterparts in 
computer systems, there are also the following networks between cities that have 
no counterparts in computer systems:

• Figure 85 and Figure 86 Intercity Water—Regional intercity water networks, 
such as aqueducts in ancient Rome and modern New York, transport water for 
drinking and irrigation. Many large cities have municipal water systems that 
extend well beyond their city boundaries to major sources of water. The top of 
Figure 86 shows New York’s Water Tunnel No. 3 under construction. The mid-
dle shows the tunnel’s valve chamber, which was completed in 1990. The bot-
tom shows the boring machine used to create the water tunnel.

• Figure 87 Intercity Electricity—The countryside of most developed countries 
have towers carrying high-voltage power lines, part of an interconnected 
power grid that provides electricity to vast regions. 

• Figure 88 Intercity Oil—Huge pipelines, such as the Trans-Alaska Pipeline 
shown here, carry oil from drilling sites on land and at sea to refineries for the 
production of vehicle fuels, heating fuels, and other chemical products. 

• Figure 89 Intercity Gas—Gas is often found in or near oil wells, and it is trans-
ported to filtering and pressurizing plants by a network of pipelines that is sep-
arate from oil pipelines. 

• Figure 90 Intercity Passenger Rail—Before the ascendancy of automobiles 
and airplanes for intercity passenger transportation, trains carried most of this 
traffic. Large, aging train stations can still be found in urban centers.

• Figure 91 Intercity Freight Rail—Before the ascendancy of large trucks for 
intercity freight transportation, a network of freight trains, often sharing track 
with passenger trains, carried most of this traffic. They still operate today. 

• Figure 92 Intercity Passenger Ship—Today’s passenger ships cover a wide 
range, from small sailing craft, to mid-size ferry boats, to huge luxury liners that 
ply the scenic oceans. Some intercity networks can operate in nested hierar-
chies. For example, cars can be carried by ferry boats.

• Figure 93 Intercity Freight Ship—Ocean-going oil tankers are among the big-
gest vehicles on Earth. They serve double duty as transportation vehicles and 
short-term storage buffers for the commodities they carry. There are also 
inland barge canals, such as the New York State Canal System. 

• Figure 94 Intercity Passenger Air—Most of us rely on airplanes for fast travel 
between cities, in spite of their occasional delays and boarding frustrations. 

• Figure 95 Intercity Freight Air—Businesses rely on fast transport of informa-
tion and goods. Much of this transport is handled by companies like Federal 
Express, United Parcel Service, and others that provide interconnected air and 
truck networks. 
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89. Intercity Gas

90. Intercity Passenger Rail
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92. Intercity Passenger Ship
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Old Processing Centers

96. Old City Processing Centers
Ancient cities grew up around market centers, religious centers, and castles of 
powerful rulers. “Processing” in these cities consisted primarily of producing and 
trading food, clothing, household artifacts, military products, building materials, and 
buildings. 

Commodities were produced by local or itinerant people. Water was the main 
highway for transport of heavy goods. 

97. Old Computer Processing Centers
The processing functions of early computers were built from components, such as 
vacuum tubes, relays, resistors, capacitors, and crystal diodes. The systems evolved 
from mechanical calculating machines and World War II code-decryption machines, 
such as the British Colossus computer shown above. 

Later, the ENIAC computer (University of Pennsylvania, 1946) became the first 
digital computer capable of being reprogrammed, and the EDSAC computer 
(Cambridge University, 1949) became the first practical stored-program computer. 
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Modern Processing Centers

98. Modern City Processing Centers
In modern cities, downtown buildings are populated with commercial and govern-
ment service organizations. Supporting industries like manufacturing, energy, and 
agriculture have moved outside the cities, but many of them are controlled from 
inside the cities. 

Urban transportation and communication networks (page 21) are focused on urban 
processing centers. The supporting industries at the periphery supply these 
networks with goods and information. 

99. Modern Computer Processing Centers
Modern computers perform their processing in microprocessors that run software 
programs. This circuit board is a complete computer system except for power and 
cooling that it receives from the rack (Figure 18) in which it is mounted. It has its own 
microprocessor, memory chips, disk drive, and input-or-output (I/O) connectors. 

Like a service business in a city, this computer board can obtain source information 
through its I/O ports, store the information in its disk drive and memory, process the 
information, and communicate the product through I/O ports. 
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Processing Architecture

100. City Processing Model
This figure shows a cook working in a kitchen. The recipes and ingredients are 
stored in the cupboards and refrigerator. The cooking is done using the cooktop, 
oven, and other kitchen appliances. 

The cook takes recipes (instructions) and ingredients (data) from the cupboards and 
refrigerator (main storage). She places them in short-term storage where they are 
conveniently accessible during cooking (processing). The finished dinner (output) is 
taken to the dining table. 

Cooking
(Processing)

Short-Term Storage

Dinner
(Output)

Groceries
(Input)

Main Storage

Recipes
(Instructions)

Ingredients
(Data)

101. Computer Processing Model
Most general-purpose computers store their instructions (programs) and the infor-
mation they operate on (data) in a single main memory. The figure above shows this, 
with main memory on the left and processing on the right. 

This arrangement works much like the cooking operation in the figure to the left. The 
recipes and ingredients for cooking are comparable to the instructions and data in 
the main memory of the computer.

Instructions from memory are copied to the microprocessor’s central processing unit 
(CPU). Data from memory are copied to and from short-term storage for use in 
processing. On the bottom of the main memory, instructions and data flow from and 
to the external environment—such as disk drives or communication links.

Data and
Instructions

Input Output

Instructions

Microprocessor

Main Memory

(Instructions
and Data)

Central
Processing

Unit

Short-Term
Storage

(Cache and
Registers)
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Pipelines

102. Car-Wash Pipeline
A car wash, such as the one shown above, operates as a pipeline. Pipelines break 
jobs down into a sequence of specialized stages. Each stage is performed by a 
separate person (or group of people), on a continuous stream of things moving 
through the pipeline. 

The washing of a single car takes the same amount of time, whether or not the 
process is pipelined. But with pipelining, the number of cars washed per time-period 
(called the throughput) increases in proportion to the number of stages in the pipe-
line.

Rinse Rinse DryScrubSoapCar 1

Rinse Rinse DryScrubSoapCar 2

Rinse Rinse DryScrubSoapCar 3

Rinse Rinse DryScrubSoapCar 4

Rinse Rinse DryScrubSoapCar 5

Rinse Rinse DryScrubSoapCar 6

Rinse Rinse DryScrubSoapCar 7

Pipeline Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Pipeline Cycle

Overlap of stages
in a single
pipeline cycle

103. Basic Microprocessor Pipeline
Most microprocessors have pipelines that work like the car-wash pipeline shown at 
the left. Instead of washing cars, microprocessors execute instructions.

The stages of the pipeline are shown in the columns. An entire instruction cycle 
consists of five stages: IF (instruction fetch), ID (instruction decode), EX (execute), 
MEM (memory access), and WB (write back). The instructions are shown as labels 
(Instruction 1, Instruction 2, Instruction 3, etc.) at the left of each row. The stream 
moving through the pipeline is the sequence of instructions.

IF

Instruction
Fetch

ID

Instruction
Decode

EX

Execute

MEM

Memory
Access

WB

Write
Back

IF MEM WBEXIDInstruction 1

IF MEM WBEXIDInstruction 2

IF MEM WBEXIDInstruction 3

IF MEM WBEXIDInstruction 4

IF MEM WBEXIDInstruction 5

IF MEM WBEXIDInstruction 6

IF MEM WBEXIDInstruction 7

Clock Cycle 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Instruction Cycle

Overlap of stages
in a single
instruction cycle
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Bookkeeping Pipeline and Computer Pipeline

104. Accounting-Office Pipeline
The pipeline shown above has the same structure as the microprocessor pipeline 
shown on the right. The stages in the pipeline above are performed by people in an 
accounting office of a large company. 

This pipeline shows a stream of bookkeeping steps performed by five people. Each 
step is divided into the same five stages, and each stage is performed by a different 
person. Multiple steps are needed to perform an accounting job.

The need for efficient bookkeeping was historically one of the motivations for devel-
oping computers.

GS FCM WBEXGDStep 1

GS FCM WBEXGDStep 2

GS FCM WBEXGDStep 3

GS FCM WBEXGDStep 4

GS FCM WBEXGDStep 5

GS FCM WBEXGDStep 6

GS FCM WBEXGDStep 7

Pipeline
Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

GS Get Step:  Secretary reads next step from list of steps and tells Data Manager; steps include inbox slot numbers

GD Get Data:  Data Manager gets source data previously stored in the inbox and gives it to Bookkeeper

EX Execute:  Bookkeeper performs function using data from the inbox and gives the result to File Manager or Courier

FCM File Cabinet or Mail:  File Manager gets source data from file cabinet and gives it to Courier, or puts Bookkeeper’s
 result data into file cabinet or postal system

WB Write Back:  Courier puts Bookkeeper’s result data or File Manager’s source data into Data Manager’s inbox

GS GD EX FCM WB

Get
Step

Get
Data Execute

File Cabinet
or Mail

Write
Back

BookkeeperData ManagerSecretary Courier

File Manager

105. Microprocessor Pipeline
Here is the five-stage microprocessor pipeline shown on the previous page. Five of 
the seven instructions in this figure are overlapping; each instruction uses a different 
stage of the pipeline simultaneously. 

The maximum number of instructions that can be executing simultaneously is equal 
to the number of stages in the pipeline.

IF Instruction Fetch:  Read instruction at next address in instruction memory or cache

ID Instruction Decode:  Set control signals and get source data (operands) from instructions or registers

EX Execute:  Calculate value or address using source data from instruction or registers

MEM Memory Access:  Read source data from memory (load) or write result data to memory (store)

WB Write Back:  Write source data or result data to a register

IF MEM WBEXIDInstruction 1

IF MEM WBEXIDInstruction 2

IF MEM WBEXIDInstruction 3

IF MEM WBEXIDInstruction 4

IF MEM WBEXIDInstruction 5

IF MEM WBEXIDInstruction 6

IF MEM WBEXIDInstruction 7

Clock
Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Read
Instruction
Memory or

Cache

Prepare
Operands

Write
Registers

Compute
Result

Read or Write
Data Memory

or Cache

IF ID EX MEM WB

Instruction
Fetch

Instruction
Decode Execute

Memory
Access

Write
Back
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Pipeline Conflicts

106. Bookkeeper Pipeline Conflicts
Although pipelines have many performance advantages, there are some potential 
hazards. Conflicts between pipeline stages of different steps can occur, and these 
conflicts cause delays of one or more stages in the progress through the pipeline. 

A data conflict is caused by Step 3 trying to read data that has not yet been written 
into the inbox by the earlier Step 1. A resource conflict is caused by Steps 4 and 7 
both trying to access the same memory address at the same time. Resource 
conflicts only occur when a single memory (the file cabinet, in this example) is shared 
by all steps. 

Step 7

GS FCM WBEXGDStep 1

GS FCM WBEXGDStep 2

GS FCM WBEXGDStep 3

GS FCM WBEXGDStep 4

GS FCM WBEXGDStep 5

GS FCM WBEXGDStep 6

GS FCM WBEXGD

Pipeline
Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Data Conflict: Step 3 tries to read a value from the inbox before Step 1 has written the value.

Resource Conflict: (for companies that keep their list of steps and their data in a single, shared file cabinet) 
Step 7 tries to use the file cabinet while it is being used by Step 4.
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107. Microprocessor Pipeline Conflicts
Microprocessor pipelines are exposed to the same potential data and resource 
conflicts as bookkeeping pipelines. 

Resource conflicts cause a one-stage delay in the pipeline. Data conflicts cause at 
least a one-stage delay.

IF MEM WBEXIDInstruction 1

IF MEM WBEXIDInstruction 2

IF MEM WBEXIDInstruction 3

IF MEM WBEXIDInstruction 4

IF MEM WBEXIDInstruction 5

IF MEM WBEXIDInstruction 6

IF MEM WBEXIDInstruction 7

Clock
Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Data Conflict: Instruction 3 tries to read a value from a register before Instruction 1 has written the value.

Resource Conflict: (for systems with a single memory shared by instructions and data) Instruction 7 tries to
read shared memory while it is being read by Instruction 4.
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Pipeline Forwarding

108. Bookkeeper Pipeline Forwarding
Pipelines are not only exposed to conflicts, which reduce their performance, but also 
to functions that increase their performance. When forwarding functions are added to 
pipeline stages, their results can be fed forward or laterally to steps that started later 
in time, so that those steps do not experience a conflict. 

The examples above show the output of an Execute stage (Step 1) being kept by the 
bookkeeper for use in a later step’s Execute stage, and the output of a Write Back 
stage (Step 3) being fed laterally to the input of a later step’s Get Data stage. 

GS FCM WBEXGDStep 1

GS FCM WBEXGDStep 2

GS FCM WBEXGDStep 3

GS FCM WBEXGDStep 4

GS FCM WBEXGDStep 5

GS FCM WBEXGDStep 6

GS FCM WBEXGDStep 7

Pipeline
Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Execution-Result Forwarding: Step 1 forwards a copy of its computed result to Step 2, which does not
need to obtain that value from the inbox.

Write-Back-Result Forwarding: Step 3 forwards a copy of its write-back result to Step 6 at the same 
time that it writes it back to the inbox.
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109. Microprocessor Pipeline Forwarding
The forwarding actions of microprocessors are essentially the same as those for 
bookkeepers, shown on the left. Forwarding is also called bypassing. It improves 
microprocessor pipeline performance. It, together with compiler reordering of instruc-
tion sequences, helps avoid data conflicts (page 54). 

IF MEM WBEXIDInstruction 1

IF MEM WBEXIDInstruction 2

IF MEM WBEXIDInstruction 3

IF MEM WBEXIDInstruction 4

IF MEM WBEXIDInstruction 5

IF MEM WBEXIDInstruction 6

IF MEM WBEXIDInstruction 7
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Execution-Result Forwarding: Instruction 1 forwards a copy of  its computed result to Instruction 2, 
which does not need to obtain that value from a register.

Write-Back-Result Forwarding: Instruction 3 forwards a copy of  its write-back result to Instruction 6
at the same time that it writes it back to a register.
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Scheduling (Multi-Tasking)

110. Bookkeeping-Office Scheduling
Most jobs in the real world are not performed as continuous sequences of steps. 
Instead, they are performed as interrupted sequences of steps. Here is an example 
of how a bookkeeper might a working day.

At a macro-scale, the bookkeeper works for eight hours during the day, then goes 
home at night and comes back the next day to continue working. At a micro-scale, 
the bookkeeper may work on many different jobs for short periods of time during a 
day without finishing any of the jobs. 

The figure above shows new jobs being entered into a random-access New Jobs 
Queue. The jobs then move to a first-in, first-out Ready Queue as processing is 
completed on each Running job. Running jobs can be Blocked (stopped), waiting for 
some event, or they can be timed out at the end of the bookkeeper’s workday. 

I J H D C A

F

Wait Queue (for payroll report)
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Wait Queue (for time-out)

E

Wait Queue (for time cards) Wait For
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. . . .

. . . .

. . . .

B Done

Time-Out (end of workday)

Blocked

Ready Queue
(first-in, first-out)

New Jobs Queue
(random-access)

111. Operating-System Scheduling
Modern operating systems (Windows®, Mac OS®, Unix, etc.) interleave execution of 
multiple tasks (also called processes) so quickly that tasks appear to run simultane-
ously. This processing method is called multi-tasking. 

In fact, a single-pipeline microprocessor can only execute a single task at any 
moment. Other tasks are waiting in various queues for their turn to run. 

Both humans and computers are skilled at multi-tasking, but humans are much 
better at it than computers. A typical human can read a book, listen to music, tap their 
foot, breathe oxygen, scratch their ear, operate their pancreas, and chew gum with 
true simultaneity. 
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Complex Pipelines

112. Modern Aircraft Assembly Line
Production lines such as this one making aircraft have pipelines that are among the 
most complex in the world. Thousands of activities are taking place simultaneously in 
this plant, and most of them are stages in a pipeline. Each work station in this photo 
is serviced by many unseen just-in-time inventory delivery systems that extend the 
virtual assembly pipeline out into an international network of suppliers. 

Some aircraft production lines move like automobile production lines, carrying 
partially constructed products through a sequence of pipeline stages. 

113. Contemporary Microprocessor Pipeline Stages
In recent microprocessors, the number of pipeline stages has grown along with clock 
speed. But many such stages are actually continuations of previous stages, as in the 
pipeline shown above. Faster clock speeds result in shorter clock cycles, which 
leave less time for pipeline stages to perform their work completely in a single clock 
cycle. 
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Clocked Synchronization

114. Train Schedule
Synchronization is an important aspect of city life, and it often involves clocks. This 
diagram depicts the time schedule of a set of trains in Japan. Adherence to the 
schedule is measured by clocks. The diagram is used by the train company to illus-
trate the intended synchronization of all trains in the system. 

The entire system can be thought of as a pipeline of trains, moving one after the 
other. The stages of each pipeline cycle are represented in this figure by diagonal 
lines, which indicate the trains that are transporting passengers who have arrived at 
boarding stations within specific time-windows. Time is the horizontal axis, and 
stations are depicted as horizontal lines crossing the vertical axis. 

115. Microprocessor Timing Diagram
Microprocessors contain clocking mechanisms that control the order in which events 
happen in all other parts of the microprocessor, thus synchronizing events.

Timing diagrams, such as the one above, depict the synchronization of electronic 
signals entering and leaving a microprocessor through the metal pins or balls along 
the edges or bottom of the microchip. The top row specifies the regular ticking of the 
reference clock (REFCLK). Each row below the clock specifies the voltage state 
(high or low) of an electrical signal generated or received by the microprocessor at 
each point in time. The names of the signals are shown in the left-most column. 
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Mechanical Synchronization

116. Automobile Engine Synchronization
Automobile engines use gears, timing belts, and electronic sensors and actuators to 
synchronize and scale the relative speed of coordinated mechanical parts. 

117. MEMS Gears
This micro-electrical-mechanical system (MEMS) device is a force-testing mecha-
nism—a type of electrostatic stepper motor. It is fabricated in silicon and is only 
about 10 microns (10 millionths of a meter) across. It has remarkably intricate gears 
and other electromechanical features that can be used to synchronize the timing of 
events. 
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Parallel, Reconfigurable Processing

118. Parallel, Reconfigurable Office Workers
Here is an example of a parallel, reconfigurable service provider in a city—this one 
from 1923. Companies can have many people performing the same task, in the 
same kinds of workspaces, on different streams of data. The work functions and 
workspaces can be modified, so the same people can perform different jobs as the 
workload changes. Furniture, equipment, and carts containing data files can be 
moved around the office space as needed. 

People like these who performed computations were once called computers. 

119. Reconfigurable Logic
Here is a reconfigurable logic array implemented as a microchip. It consists primarily 
of standard blocks of logic and associated memory that can be connected program-
matically to perform a variety of functions. The array can be quickly reconfigured to 
perform different functions on the same or different sets of data. This kind of logic 
array is well-suited to parallel applications—those that perform a single operation on 
many different data items, or many different operations on a single data item. The 
arrays are also well-suited to pipelined operations. 
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Storage Hierarchies

120. Storage Hierarchies in Cities
Cities have rich storage hierarchies between sources and destinations of physical 
goods and information. These hierarchies include many levels of aggregation and re-
distribution in many kinds of buildings. Even transportation vehicles, such as ocean-
going tankers used for shipment of crude oil, are sometimes regarded as part of a 
storage hierarchy.

At each level from source to destination, the goods or information move closer to the 
location of their ultimate consumption. In the process, they become more quickly and 
easily accessible. 
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121. Storage Hierarchies in Computers
Computers store information in and receive information from storage hierarchies that 
include web sites, corporate or Internet service provider (ISP) servers, magnetic 
tape, storage networks, magnetic and optical disks, main memory, microprocessor 
caches, and registers. 

The hierarchies support timely movement of data from large, slow-response-time 
storage to small, fast-response-time storage, closer to the point at which the informa-
tion is expected to be used.

The two-way flows shown here resemble flows of information in cities, but flows of 
goods in cities are primarily one-way, from producers toward consumers. 
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Storage Facilities

122. Regional Distribution Warehouse
At city edges, large wholesale warehouses store goods for transshipment and redis-
tribution. The facility above has large enclosed buildings, with additional space 
outside for shipping containers that are moved by trucks, trains, and ocean-going 
vessels. Both the buildings and the shipping containers serve as temporary storage, 
and both may be equipped with climate-control systems for perishable goods. 

The tower in the upper-left supports antennas for communication between the local 
warehouse dispatcher, truck drivers, and dispatchers in other storage facilities. 

123. Computer Data Warehouse
Large data centers house clusters of computers that are specialized for storing data 
used on other, often remote, computer systems. Storage-area networks (SANs), for 
example, attach computer storage devices such as magnetic and optical disk arrays 
to remote servers over high-bandwidth, low-latency networks. These storage 
systems function as if they were located in the same physical cabinet as the servers 
and accessed directly by the servers’ operating systems. 
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Automated Storage and Retrieval

124. Warehouse Picking System
Some large wholesale warehouses use automated or semi-automated methods of 
physically storing, recognizing, picking, and orienting objects. Although highly auto-
mated systems exist in urban warehouses, they are less common than in computer 
storage centers. There are two reasons for this: (1) The objects stored in urban ware-
houses come in thousands of shapes and sizes, unlike data stored in computers, 
and (2) humans are better at recognizing and physically orienting objects than are 
computer-controlled robots, when these tasks involve thousands of objects of 
diverse shape and size and the types of stored objects are frequently changing. 

125. Computer Archival Data Storage
Archival storage in large computer data centers is often done on magnetic tape 
rather than magnetic disks. The density of data stored on tape is still higher than on 
magnetic disk, and the cost per stored byte is lower. Some archival tape systems, 
such as the one above, have automated mechanisms for storing, picking, mounting, 
duplicating, and transferring stored data. 
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Storage Addresses

126. Addressing Buildings, 1st Century A.D.
Cities have used building addresses for many centuries. In the first-century A.D. 
Roman cities of Pompeii and Herculaneum, each insula (apartment block) in a city 
region was marked with a Region number (REG) and an Insula number (INS). This 
apartment block has the address “REG VII, INS XII”. Letters to residents of such 
Roman buildings would probably have been addressed as: name, region_number, 
insula_number, city

127. Addressing Data Storage
Computer memory locations are organized in a simple numerical sequence, and 
they are addressed by the operating system as: address_#

Disk drives store data using a more complex addressing method. 

Memory Data Is Addressed As:
Address_# 

Memory Addressing

Operating System

Computer System

Application
Program

Microprocessor

..........

112
108
104
100
96
92
88
84
80
76
72
68
64
60
56
52
48
44
40
36
32
28
24
20
16
12
8
4
0

Memory
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Storage-Address Tables

128. Addressing Format of Modern Postal Letter
People specify the destinations of their postal letters using addresses printed on the 
front of the letters. The postal service uses a hierarchical set of tables to translate 
these addresses into sorting and handling actions that deliver the letter to its physical 
destination. 

Since the early 1960s, the U.S. Postal Service has used ZIP codes in place of state 
and city names, and for some buildings also street addresses. 
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129. Operating-System Addressing of Memory
Computer operating systems access memory using addresses provided by applica-
tion programs. One common operating-system method maps program-provided 
addresses into addresses within pages of memory (4,096 bytes each) using a hierar-
chical set of tables, shown above. These tables resemble the hierarchical tables 
used by postal systems, shown at the left. 
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130. File Caching in an Office
City buildings contain many types of local storage—for information, supplies, tools, 
food, clothing, and most other things we use in our daily lives. These storage places 
are caches. They contain things we expect to use in the near future, in locations 
close to their expected point of use, so that they can be accessed quickly. 

The figure above zooms in on the storage heirarchy shown in Figure 120 on page 62, 
and it relates to the accounting pipeline examples shown in Figure 104 on page 53. 
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131. Computer Caching
The figure above shows how data might flow in a microprocessor. Most microproces-
sors contain on-chip registers and caches, which are local memories that store 
copies of data from memory or recent computations. 

Microporcessors use registers and caches to improve performance. Accessing data 
from these on-chip storage areas is much faster than accessing data from the 
memory chips outside the microprocessor. s
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Cache Coherency

132. Coherency States of a Bookkeeping Invoice
This diagram, based on the bookkeeping example on page 53, shows the possible 
states of one copy of a vendor’s invoice, held by one bookkeeper (called Bookkeeper 
1). The states change according to changes made by Bookkeeper 1, another book-
keeper, or the Supervisor. The states are shown as colored circles. The events that 
cause changes to those states are shown as annotated arrows, which point from the 
state before the event to the state after the event. 

The diagram is comparable to the microprocessor cache-coherency diagram on the 
right. The comparable things are: A bookkeepers represent a microprocessor. The 
original invoice represents a value in memory. A copy of the original invoice repre-
sents a value in a microprocessor’s internal cache. 
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Supervisor = The keeper of the company’s original Invoice #13.

Bookkeeper 1 = The bookkeeper to whom this coherency diagram applies.

Another bookkeeper pays Invoice #13 = The act of paying is conveyed, but not the payment amount (which may
differ from the invoiced amount).

Modified, Exclusive, Shared, Invalid (MESI) = The possible states of Bookkeeper 1’s copy of Invoice #13.

133. Coherency States of a Microprocessor Cache Entry
In a computer system with multiple microprocessors, each storing a copy of data 
from shared memory in its internal cache (page 67), the most recent copy of that data 
may be located in memory or in the cache of one of the microprocessors. This cache-
coherency diagram shows the possible states of a single copy in a single micropro-
cessor’s cache. 

Read means to copy a value from memory or another microprocessor’s cache. Write 
means to overwrite a value in this microprocessor’s cache or in memory. Hit means 
the value read or written was found in this cache. Miss means the value read or 
written was not found in this cache. Probe means a request to read this cache or 
write memory was received from another microprocessor. 
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Probe = An inquiry caused by another processor’s reading or writing of the value cached by this processor.
Read Hit = The value read by a processor (this one or another one) is found in this processor’s cache.
Write Hit = The value written by a processor (this one or another one) is found in this processor’s cache.
Read Miss = The value read by a processor (this one or another one) is not found in this processor’s cache.
Write Miss = The value written by a processor (this one or another one) is not found in this processor’s cache.

Modified, Exclusive, Shared, Invalid (MESI) = The possible states of this processor’s cached value.
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Content-Addressable Memory

134. Personal Libraries
This is a bookshelf in a personal library. It contains books used only by one person or 
a small group of people. Unlike public-library bookshelves, you can find books on this 
bookshelf using visual-recognition skills. This method of storing and retrieving books 
is a form of content-addressable memory (CAM); the content used to find a book is a 
person’s memory of the book’s visual appearance. 

It is easy for people to recognize books by the title on the binding, or by the color or 
size of the book. People do not need a sequential numbering system for libraries that 
are relatively small. 

135. CAM Microchips
A content-addressable memory (CAM) is a microchip that is searched on the basis of 
its content, rather than on the address of its content. The figure above shows a 
ternary CAM, which is a CAM whose data bits can have one of three values—0, 1, or 
x, where the x means the value of the bit can be either 0 or 1. 

The CAM accepts a string of bits (called the search string) as input, compares the 
search string against the corresponding bits in each row of the CAM, and provides 
the row number of the lowest-numbered row that matches the search string. 

A row-match occurs if each bit in each column of the row either matches the corre-
sponding bit in the search string or has an x value, which always operates as a bit-
match. 

For example, Row 2 in the CAM shown above is “011001xx”, which will match with 
any of the following search strings: 01100100, 01100101, 01100110, or 01100111. 
Row 6 also matches, but Row 2 is the lowest row number and, for this reason, it is the 
selected row. 
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Mobile Caches

136. Mobile City Cache—A Briefcase
A briefcase functions as an extension of a desktop. It is a mobile cache, and like a 
desktop, it is content-addressable (page 69). A briefcase may also contain smaller 
mobile caches, such as file-drawer folders or an address book. Other examples of 
mobile caches include women’s purses, automobile glove compartments and trunks, 
lunch boxes, and picnic baskets. 

137. Mobile Computer Cache—A Cell Phone
Many computing devices are mobile. Laptop computers, cell phones, music players, 
game players, and wrist watches are mobile computing devices with registers and, in 
many cases, caches. There are also many invisible computers and microprocessors 
integrated into cars and other moving vehicles. 
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Water and Ground Ports

138. I/O Ports in Shanghai
City ports take inputs in and send outputs out. Thus, they function as I/O ports. Ship-
ping ports, rail ports, bus ports, and airports are I/O ports. Some of these are visible 
in the photo above.

The ports are transshipment and redistribution interfaces, usually with different types 
of transport vehicles on each side of the interface.

139. I/O Ports in a Computer

Computers have input-output connectors, called I/O ports. These ports serve as 
interfaces to networks, external disk drives, a mouse, and other devices. 

The ports are signal-conversion interfaces, with different electrical properties on 
each side of the interface. 
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Airports

140. Atlanta Airport
Airports such as the one above at Atlanta, Georgia, are huge and very expensive to 
build and operate. They support expensive airplanes, which use large amounts of 
fuel to transport people through the air. 

141. Network Wireless Port
The “airports” on a computer are cable ports that connect the computer to antennas 
that send and receive signals on wireless networks. 

Wireless computer networks cannot physically transport people and goods, as 
airplanes can, but they can transport information far less expensively than airplanes 
can. 
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Intermodal I/O Port Transfers

142. Air-to-Bus Intermodal I/O Transfer
Passing through an I/O port involves delay caused by unloading, temporarily storing, 
redistributing, and reloading.

The transfers occur in cycles something like this:
1. Transport vehicle A, traveling at speed Sa, arrives and unloads it passengers.
2. The passengers are stored temporarily in a holding place.
3. Transport vehicles B, C, D, ..., traveling at speed Sb, Sc, Sd, ..., arrive and reload 

some portion of the passengers who arrived in transport vehicle A.

Quite often, the delay of one transport vehicle causes a planned transfer to be 
delayed or rescheduled. 

143. Semiconductor Intermodal I/O Transfer

Microchips have I/O buffers. The top and left side in the photo above show bonding 
wires welded to I/O pads, which connect to I/O buffers beneath the pads. 

The semiconductor material on a microchip has different electrical properties than 
the metal wire bonded to it. These differences are compensated for with electrical 
components—typically resistors, capacitors, and inductors—on the microchip or on 
the cables and circuit boards to which the wires eventually connect. 

Passing through an I/O port usually involves delay caused by signal-type translation, 
encoding, decoding, and other operations on the data. 
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Port Buffers

144. Shipping-Port Warehouse
City I/O ports have storage warehouses that serve as buffers to accommodate the 
mismatched speeds and capacities of the transport vehicles that meet at the port 
interface, and the potentially different destinations for portions of the arriving cargo. 

The warehouses next to this water port store ship cargo for short periods of time. 
Soon after unloading, other vehicles will be loaded with the all or portions of the same 
cargo for the next leg of the journey. 

145. Computer I/O-Port Buffer

Computer ports often have buffers to accommodate mismatched electrical proper-
ties of the signals on either side of the port. They may also have buffers to accommo-
date mismatched transfer rates.

This diagram shows how a computer can buffer data transfers between a micropro-
cessor and an external I/O device, such as a hard disk or network-interface card 
(NIC). By buffering the data, the system accommodates differences in the transfer 
speeds and delays of the I/O device and the microprocessor. 
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Mobile Cities and I/O Ports

146. Mobile Cities With Airports

In addition to the I/O ports within and at the periphery of cities, there are also these 
mobile I/O ports developed by the military that have no counterparts in computer 
systems:

• Figure 146 Mobile Cities With Airports—These naval aircraft carriers are 
entire small cities, with airports. They can offer most of the services that people 
and airplanes receive from land-based cities, including landing strips, refuel-
ing, arms reloading, maintenance, navigation intelligence, pilot shifts, room 
and board for pilots, medical services, offices for planning and management, 
classrooms for teaching, and entertainment. Nuclear-powered aircraft carriers 
can generate so much electric power that, during emergencies, they can dock 
near small coastal cities and supply all of the city’s emergency power require-
ments, plus emergency mobile airport and seaport facilities. 

• Figure 147 Ships at Sea Off-Loading Cargo Barges—Ships like this one carry 
both barges and shipping containers filled with a variety of cargo. They func-
tion essentially like land-based ports, with cranes and temporary storage 
space for barges and shipping containers. The barges being off-loaded by the 
cranes can be placed anywhere at sea, and they can be used individually or in 
locked arrays that serve as remote supply drop-offs, maintenance centers for 
ships and aircraft, hospitals, housing compounds (satellite cities), or hovercraft 
landing pads. Arrays of barges can be fitted underneath with hover fans and 
surrounded by a rubber skirt, making whole arrays act like giant hovercraft 
capable of carrying large payloads.

• Figure 148 Ships at Sea Off-Loading Road-Vehicle Cargo—This mobile I/O 
port is carrying land vehicles and the barges used to off-load them. The barges 
are serving as intermediate platforms that allow amphibious tanks and person-
nel to head shoreward or be transferred to other ships that dock at the barges. 
The arrangement of barges is configureable into one- or two-dimensional 
arrays, allowing lengthy buffer storage of the vehicles, personnel, and sup-
plies. Sea-level decks like these can also serve as floating hovercraft launch 
platforms. 

• Figure 149 Aircraft Off-Loading Aircraft Cargo—This figure shows a cargo air-
craft carrying another aircraft. The cargo aircraft can carry just about anything 
smaller than itself. The helicopter being off-loaded can itself carry cargo, which 
may include even smaller cargo aircraft or unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs).

• Figure 150 Aircraft Off-Loading Road-Vehicle Cargo—Here is a cargo aircraft 
carrying a truck. The plane is acting as a truck port. The truck itself carries 
cargo between I/O ports, and this cargo may include smaller land, sea, or air 
vehicles that also move cargo between I/O ports. 
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147. Ships at Sea Off-Loading Cargo Barges

148. Ships at Sea Off-Loading Road-Vehicle Cargo

149. Aircraft Off-Loading Aircraft Cargo

150. Aircraft Off-Loading Road-Vehicle Cargo
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Capacitors

151. Water Storage in Raised Tanks
Water storage tanks act on the flow of water like electronic capacitors act on the flow 
of electric charge. 

Water tanks, raised above the ground, have been used in cities for thousands of 
years to store water temporarily, near its point of consumption, and to maintain the 
pressure of water in water pipes. Water tanks are still visible today atop many build-
ings in New York City. The red arrows in the figure above show some of these water 
tanks. 

152. Electronic Capacitors
When water is pumped up into a water tank above the ground, potential energy is 
given to the stored water. When the water is released, the energy becomes kinetic, 
flowing down with gravity and increasing the pressure in the system’s water pipes. 

A capacitor stores energy in a similar way. The capacitor is charged by applying a 
voltage difference between the two plates (top of figure), causing a flow of electric 
charge, called a current. When the charging source is removed, the capacitor retains 
the charge. If the two plates are then directly connected, electric charge flows in the 
wire connecting the plates until the capacitor is discharged (bottom of figure). 
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Resistors

153. Resistance on City Roads
Surface resistance on city roads acts on the flow of vehicles like electronic resistors 
act on the flow of electric charge. 

Cars respond to road surfaces just as you would expect. Smooth surfaces present 
low resistance to travel, which means vehicles can travel faster on the road. Rough 
surfaces and speed bumps, on the other hand, present high resistance to travel, 
which means vehicles travel at lower speeds on the road. 

Low Resistance

High Resistance

154. Electronic Resistors
When water flows through a pipe that is clogged with obstructions, less water can get 
through than if the pipe were free of obstructions. When electric current flows 
through a resistor (bottom of figure), it is obstructed by materials that are less 
conductive to electric charge than copper wire, so less current can get through. 
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Diodes

155. One-Way Flows in Cities
One-way devices in cities act on the flows of people and vehicles like electronic 
diodes act on the flow of electric charge. 

One-way flows in cities are implemented, for example, by one-way farm gates, turn-
stiles, tire-puncturing roadway devices, and signs (“One Way” and “Do Not Enter”). 
These flows are also implemented in plumbing systems with anti-siphon fixtures that 
prevent backflow of gray water into a building’s clean water supply. 

156. Electronic Diodes
A diode is the simplest kind of semiconductor device. It controls the direction of 
current flow by allowing flow in one direction and preventing flow in the opposite 
direction. 
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Inductors

157. Water Wheels in Cities
Water wheels act on the flow of water like flywheels act on turning axles, and like 
electronic inductors act on the flow of electric charge. 

Water wheels gain rotational velocity by slowing the flow of water. Their inertia of 
motion helps maintain constant velocity of the water flow. Before they first start 
turning, their inertia of rest presents high resistance to the flow of water. After they 
reach steady-state rotational speed, a small continuing water force maintains that 
speed.

158. Electronic Inductors
An inductor is a multiturn coil of wire. Current flowing through it is caused by a 
voltage difference across it, and the current generates a magnetic field that in turn 
affects the flow of current. The current’s rate of change is proportional to the voltage 
difference. A small voltage can support a steady current flow, but a large voltage is 
needed to quickly change the current flow. 

Inductors have an effect only when the current running through them is changing. 
After the current reaches a steady state, inductors have no effect.
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Transistors

159. Drinking Fountain
Drinking fountains act on the flow water like electronic transistors act on the flow of 
electric charge.

The drinking fountain shown above is a simple valve controlling the flow of water. 
Pressing the valve causes it to open. Water then flows through the valve, from the 
high-pressure water-pipe source to the low-pressure gravity drain in the sink. 

Gravity = Drain

Water Valve = Gate

Water Pipe = Source

160. Electronic Transistors
Transistors function like valves or switches. One common type of transistor has, in its 
OFF state, a source, drain, and gate with negative charge. A small positive voltage 
on the gate pulls electrons closer to the gate, forming an electron channel in the 
source-to-drain gap. Then, a larger positive voltage on the drain causes electrons to 
flow across the source-to-drain gap, which is the transistor’s ON state. 
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161. Water-Faucet Valves
Here is the typical plumbing for a faucet in a household sink. The visible valves 
(Valve #1 and Valve #2) and spout are shown at the top. The shut-off valves installed 
beneath the sink (Valve #3 and Valve #4) are shown at the bottom.

There are two valves for hot water (Valves #1 and #3) and two valves for cold water 
(Valves #2 and #4). For water to flow out of the spout, the lower valve AND the upper 
valve for the hot water must be open, OR the lower valve AND the upper valve for the 
cold water must be open. 
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162. Diagrams Depicting Water-Faucet Valves
Computer engineers use logic gates to depict the flow of information through elec-
tronic circuits. Each logic gate has one or more inputs and one output. In many 
cases, these logic gates work like water faucets. 

The logic diagram above depicts the water-faucet plumbing shown at the left. The 
diagram has two AND gates (blue) and one OR gate (orange). The inputs on the 
AND gates correspond to the water-faucet valves. The output on the OR gate corre-
sponds to the water-faucet spout.

If both inputs to an AND gate are open (meaning both water valves are turned on), 
the output is also open so that water can flow to the attached input to the OR gate. If 
either input to the OR gate is open, the output (representing the water spout) is also 
open and water can flow out.
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163. Building Doors
Doors in buildings control the flow of physical things, including all types of mass 
(solid, liquid, gas) and energy (light, sound, heat, electricity). 

Some mass or energy may be able to penetrate some kinds of doors, depending on 
the materials with which the doors are made. But a door can be constructed with 
appropriate materials to resist the movement of almost any type of mass or energy. 
Evidence of this can be found in the very sturdy doors on military tanks and space-
craft. 

164. Diagrams Depicting How a Building Door Is Opened
The same kinds of switch and logic diagrams used on page 84 to represent the func-
tion of water valves can be used to show how doors work in buildings. The diagram 
above shows how to open a door from the outside or the inside: 

• From outside: unlock the door, turn the handle, AND push the door. 

OR

• From inside: unlock the door, turn the handle, AND pull the door. 
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165. Flows Through Building Doors
This figure illustrates the functions of the building door on page 85 and the possible 
physical flows through it. The door is shown in two positions, open and closed. The 
possible physical flows that can occur through the open door or against the closed 
door are shown in orange. 

Open doors can support the following physical flows: 
• Left-to-right, for any number of mass or energy objects.
• Right-to-left, for any number of mass or energy objects.
• Both of the above directions simultaneously.
• No objects flowing. 

Closed doors can support the following physical flows: 
• Left-to-left reflection, for any number of mass or energy objects.
• Right-to-right reflection, for any number of mass or energy objects.
• Both of the above reflections simultaneously.
• No objects flowing. 
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166. Flows Through Electronic Circuits
The switch diagram above represents how a building door works, but it can also be 
interpreted as a diagram of how an electronic circuit works. 

Typical electronic circuits can support only the following data flows:
• Left-to-right, for one signal. 
• No signal.

Building doors thus support many more types of flows than electronic circuits. 

Possible Data Flows for Typical Electronic Circuits
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167. Flows Through Building Doors
The diagram above repeats the figure on the previous page. It shows the possible 
physical flows that can occur through an open and closed door. 

These flows are similar to those in an electronic exchange gate, shown on the right. 
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168. Flows Through Electronic Exchange Gates
An electronic exchange gate has two data inputs, two data outputs, and one control 
input and output. Data arriving at the data inputs is directed to one or the other data 
output according to the state of the control input. 

Electronic exchange gates work more like building doors than the commonly used 
gates illustrated as logic gates on prior pages. Exchange gates support simulta-
neous bidirectional flows, as building doors do, whereas commonly used electronic 
gates support only monodirectional flows. However, the bidirectional flows in 
exchange gates occur in strictly separate channels, whereas flows through building 
doors do not follow strict channels and may be intermingled in any way. 
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169. City Waiting Rooms
The photograph above shows a waiting area at an airport. Waiting rooms are found 
in many types of city buildings, including ports (air, shipping, train, bus) and service-
company offices (doctors, lawyers, government). 

These rooms are buffers that provide short-term storage for people. Holding rooms 
and boxes are another type of short-term storage found in libraries (book-return 
boxes), inboxes on office-worker desks, postal mailboxes, and newspaper 
dispensers on street corners. 

In airports, for example, there are waiting areas for passengers, luggage, and 
airplanes. Storage warehouses (page 63) function as very large buffers, storing 
goods at all levels of the storage hierarchy connecting sources of goods to their 
destinations. 

170. Hardware and Software Buffering

Buffers are also pervasive in computer systems and microprocessors. They interface 
between logic circuits that operate at different throughputs or clock speeds. 

The top of the figure above shows an example of hardware buffering—a first-in, first-
out (FIFO) buffer in which the details of read and write pointers (addresses), output 
registers, and control logic are visible. 

The bottom of this figure shows how two software-defined buffers in memory can 
hide memory-access latencies. Inputs from memory overlap with calculations that 
work on those inputs. By overlapping data transfers with calculations, repetitions of 
the sequence take much less time than if all repetitions were performed sequentially, 
without overlapping. 
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171. City Queues
Queues (lines) are pervasive in cities. People and vehicles line up for all kinds of 
events and services. People waiting in queues are adept at performing many tasks, 
some of which are unrelated to the queue, including:

• Negotiating with one another to rearrange their positions in the queue.
• Negotiating to hold their place in the queue while they go off to do other tasks.
• Performing other tasks without leaving their place in the queue.
• Populating two or more parallel queues with members of one group, so that the 

group member who reaches the head of queue first is then joined by the others. 

172. Computer Hardware and Software Queues
Computer queues and buffers manage mismatched rates of flow or allocate limited 
resources among multiple requestors. They can be organized in hardware or soft-
ware, and—like queues populated by people in cities—computers can implement 
first-in first-out (FIFO), last-in first-out (LIFO), or selectively multiplexed queuing 
functions. 
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173. City Stacks
Stacks are pervasive in human society. We constantly create stacks of dishes, 
paper, and books. Our libraries are organized into stacks of books. We eat stacks of 
pancakes for breakfast. Our buildings are stacks of floors (storeys). Most of these 
stacks are organized in a last-in, first-out (LIFO) sequence; for example, the last 
plate stored on a stack of dishes will be the first plate to be removed. 

Most of these stacks are three-dimensional—they spread out horizontally and verti-
cally. And we often access stacks—such as the papers in the bottom of this figure—
visually, according to the appearance of their content rather than by their positional 
order in the stack or an alphanumeric addressing method. 

174. Computer Stacks
Computer use last-in-first-out (LIFO) software stacks to support hierarchies of 
changes—primarily calls and interrupts—in the sequence of programs. Calls and 
interrupts come from hardware or software, and the standard way of handling them 
closely resembles the way in which humans handle unanticipated telephone calls 
and other interrupts to our daily activities: 

• Stop what you’re doing.
• Store, on a stack, information about where you left off.
• Do something that responds to the call or interrupt. 
• Return to what you were doing before the call or interrupt.

Computer stacks typically start at the top of memory and grow downward, whereas 
human stacks start from the bottom of a surface and grow upward and sideways. 
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175. Three-Dimensional Building Array
High-rise buildings are the largest arrays in cities. Unlike computer or personal inter-
rupt stacks, they are assembled and disassembled very infrequently. But although 
high-rise buildings appear to be permanent, most of them have been disassembled 
after less than 100 years of use. When they are disassembled, the highest floors, 
which were built last, are removed first in a last-in, first-out (LIFO) sequence, just like 
the stack of plates and the interrupt stack shown on page 90. 

176. Three-Dimensional Data Arrays
A high-rise building can be represented as a 3D array of data in a computer. Here is 
how such an array might look. The essential fragment of program code that would 
create the array is shown in the lower part of the figure, written in the C programming 
language. 

Visual Representation Of 3-Dimensional Data Array:

Program Code defining a 3-Dimensional Data Array:

 C-language code // Description of the code’s function
 --------------- -------------------------------------

struct high-rise // create a type of data structure (”struct”)
  // called “high-rise”
{
 char X[10]; // with 10 character (”char”) positions on the X-axis
 int  Y[10]; // and  10 integer (”int”) positions on the Y-axis
 int  Z[11]; // and  11 integer (”int”) positions on the Z-axis

} Hancock-building; // and give this particular high-rise
  // building the name “Hancock-building”
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Key Points
• Cities and Computers Share Some Forms and Functions

– Most analogies shown here are hardware; software has more.
• Functional Differences

– Mass and energy (any type) flow two ways through building doors.
– Electrical energy flows one way through transistor gates.
– Events in computers occur far faster than events in cities.
– Computers are good at parallel processing; cities (people) are superb.

• Scale Differences
– Cities are much bigger than computer data centers.
– Cities contain millions of computers; computers contain no cities.
– Many networks in cities have no parallel in computers.

• Thousands of City Objects and Events Have No Parallels in Computers
– Sports stadiums, art museums, movie theaters, monuments...
– Public parks, zoos, bait shops, landfill dumps, cemeteries...
– Parades, rodeos, weddings, birthday parties, marathons...
– Poetry readings, water skiing, rock concerts, pilgrimages...

• The City is a Machine
– It uses power, has many interrelated parts, performs hundreds of tasks.
– Billions of parts (most are not visible, many are moving).
– Connected by many types of networks.
– People are key parts (each one has billions of neurons).
– A machine, but also a social and aesthetic experience. 

Throughout this book, we use analogies between cities and computers to portray 
related features. Table 1 lists the basic analogies.

Comparing functional objects in cities and computers may seem to neglect the fact 
that most computer objects are fabricated in a far more advanced technology than 
most city objects. But in the early years of the Industrial Revolution, even simple 
objects like nails, screws, washers, bearings, and motor bushings were as difficult to 
fabricate in large quantity as transistors are today. The comparison needs only an 
historical shift of about two hundred years to set the compared variables on equal 
footing. 

Table 1. Some Analogies Used In this Book  

Cities Computers Page

Form and Function

Roads connect buildings Metal paths connect transistors 10

Building doors Transistor gates 12, 13

Buildings (residential) Microchips 15

City blocks (residential) Circuit board with microchips 16

High-rise building floors Computer blade-server racks 17

Large city Computer data center 18, 20

Multifunctional roads Single-function electrical cables 19

Networks

Wires over 19th-century cities Wires over semiconductors 23

Road overpasses, building stairs Semiconductor metal layers and vias 25

Road network geometries Semiconductor network geometries 26

Road intersections Routers on computer networks 29 to 32

Cars Data packets 32

Road channel storage Routers output buffering 33

Road-network navigation Routing 34

Building elevators Routers 35

Suburban road networks Butterfly networks 37

Postal letters Data packets 38

Postal letter delivery Internet message transfers 39

Processing

Service company’s building floor Computer blade 50

Cooking food Processing instructions 51

Car-wash pipeline Instruction pipeline 52

Bookkeeping pipeline Instruction pipeline 53 to 55

Office-work scheduling Multitasking 56

Airplane-manufacturing pipeline Floating-point arithmetic pipeline 57

Train scheduling Microprocessor timing 58

Automobile-engine synchronization MEMS-gear synchronization 59

http://www.nationalgeographic.com/nyunderground/docs/nymain.html
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Parallel, reconfigurable processing Reconfigurable logic 60

Storage

Storage hierarchies Storage hierarchies 62

Ground warehouses Data-storage centers 63

Semi-automated storage warehouse Automated data-archiving 64

Building addresses Memory addresses 65

Postal address location Operating-system address location 66

Caching Caching 67

Cache coherency Cache coherency 68

Library bookshelf Content-addressable memory 69

Briefcase (mobile cache) Cell phone (mobile cache) 70

I/O Ports

Water and ground ports Laptop I/O ports 72

Airports Wireless links 73

Airport-to-bus transfers Microchip I/O buffers 74

Water-port warehouses I/O-device buffering 75

Basic Components

Rooftop water storage Capacitors 79

Road roughness Resistors 80

One-way flow devices Diodes 81

Water wheel Inductors 82

Drinking fountain Transistor 83

Water-faucet valves Logic gates 84

Building door Logic gates 85

Flows through building doors Flows through electronic circuits 86

Flows through building doors Flows through exchange gates 87

Waiting area in airport I/O buffers and double-buffering 88

Table 1. Some Analogies Used In this Book (Continued) 

Cities Computers Page

Waiting lines Hardware and software queues 89

Stacks of dishes and papers Interrupt stacks 90

High-rise building’s 3-D array of floors 3-D data array 91

Table 1. Some Analogies Used In this Book (Continued) 

Cities Computers Page
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Figures
Most figures in this book were obtained at an Internet URL shown as its Source, 
below. Figure sources that contain the phrase “courtesy of” have given us their 
permission to reproduce the figure. For figures whose sources we have been 
unable to contact, we rely on the principle of Fair Use for nonprofit news reporting, 
teaching, and scholarship to ensure that our use is not an infringement of copy-
right. In many cases, the source of the figure may not be the owner of the copy-
right.

Front Cover: A view of midtown Manhattan, New York City, from the Empire State 
Building. Source: Copyright by Christopher Smethurst 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/csmethurst/124814695/in/set-72057594099009625/. 

Form and Function: Buildings in mid-town Manhattan, New York City. Source: 
Copyright by Angelo Juan Ramos, 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/wandering_angel/2324947047/, courtesy of Angelo 
Juan Ramos https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/.

Networks: New Year’s Eve festivities at Times Square, Manhattan, New York City. 
Source: Copyright by The Times Square Alliance 
http://www.timessquarenyc.org/media/media_nye_clippings.html.

Processing: A Ford Motor Company production line for the 1957 Skyliner 
automobile. Source: http://www.autoblog.com/2006/10/24/video-lucy-desi-and-
the-ford-skyliner/, 
http://stadium.weblogsinc.com/autoblog/hirezpics/skyliner_line_lg.jpg, and 
https://o.aolcdn.com/images/dims3/GLOB/legacy_thumbnail/800x450/format/jpg/
quality/85/http://www.blogcdn.com/www.autoblog.com/media/2006/10/skyliner_lin
e_sm.jpg. 

Storage: A warehouse for an integrated supply chain in Antwerp, Belgium. Source: 
Copyright by DB Schenker, http://www.schenker.be/logisticspage.html. 

Input and Output: The sea port of Hong Kong. Source: skyscrapercity.com/ 
http://www.skyscrapercity.com/showthread.php?t=117510&page=7. 

Basic Components: An infrared image of farmland in the midwest of the United 
States. Source: Courtesy of the U.S. Geological Survey. 

Conclusions: The 12-century Duomo (cathedral) in Sienna, Italy. Source: 
Copyright by Little, Brown and Company, Spiro Kostof, The City Shaped, Little, 
Brown and Company, 1991, Frontispiece [Photo by Compagnia Generale 
Ripreseaeree, Parma, Italy]. 

Back Cover: The City of Dubai, United Arab Emirates, and The Palm Jumeirah 
land development on its coastline. Source: Courtesy of NASA, 
http://www.nasaimages.org/luna/servlet/detail/nasaNAS~16~16~106686~213469

Figure 1. An Old City From Above (page 9). Source: Courtesy of the Government 
of China. 

Figure 2. An Old Microprocessor From Above (page 9). Intel® first introduced this 
4004 microprocessor in 1971. It had 2,300 transistors. Source: Courtesy of Intel 
Corporation.

Figure 3. City Roads Connecting Buildings (page 10). Source: Courtesy of the U.S. 
Geological Survey. 

Figure 4. Microprocessor Wire Paths Connecting Blocks of Transistors (page 10). 
Source: Copyright by IBM http://www-
03.ibm.com/press/us/en/attachment/23584.wss?fileId=ATTACH_FILE2&fileName
=z10die.jpg. 

Figure 5. City Blocks in Pasadena (page 11). The Pasadena scaling analogy used 
by Carver Mead to explain the size and layout of microchips was originated by his 
CalTech colleague, Charles Seitz. Mead thought the size ratio between the 
microchip and the city would be about 1 to 4 million. This scaling factor probably 
assumed a minimum line width in semiconductor circuits of about 3 microns and a 
minimum street width in Pasadena of about 40 feet. Source: Copyright 2007 
Google Earth; image Courtesy of the U.S. Geological Survey.

Figure 6. City Blocks in a 1970-Era Microchip (page 11). The colors in this figure 
indicate different layers of material: blue is metal, red is polysilicon (silicon areas 
made up of many single-crystal regions), green is diffusion of impurities into 
silicon, yellow is ion implantation, and black is contacts. 

The minimum line widths and “city block” widths in the circuit layout are measured 
in microns (micrometers)—probably about 3 microns for the minimum lines widths. 
By contrast, the dimensions in Figure 4 are measured in nanometers (nm), a factor 
of 1,000x difference. In a city, this 1,000x difference is comparable to the differ-
ence between meters and kilometers. These 1,000x differences in one-dimen-
sional distance are comparable to 1,0002 (1,000,000x) differences in two-
dimensional area. 

At an atomic level, semiconductor city blocks consist of only a few chemical 
elements in relatively regular arrangements, whereas blocks in cities consist of 
several dozen chemical elements in relatively irregular arrangements. Source: 
Forrest Warthman and Martin Morf, based on concepts in Carver Mead and Lynn 
Conway, Introduction to VLSI Systems, Addison Wesley, 1980.

Figure 7. A Door in a Building (page 12). Doors with glass in them function as both 
doors and windows. Windows can control most things that building doors and 
gates control, and windows with curtains, shutters, or film coatings can also 
modulate the light passing through them. Many windows have hinges and latches, 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/csmethurst/124814695/in/set-72057594099009625/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/csmethurst/124814695/in/set-72057594099009625/
http://stadium.weblogsinc.com/autoblog/hirezpics/skyliner_line_lg.jpg
http://stadium.weblogsinc.com/autoblog/hirezpics/skyliner_line_lg.jpg
http://download.intel.com/museum/research/arc_collect/history_docs/pix/4004.jpg
http://download.intel.com/museum/research/arc_collect/history_docs/pix/4004.jpg
http://www.schenker.be/logisticspage.html
http://www.schenker.be/logisticspage.html
http://www-03.ibm.com/press/us/en/photos.wss?rN=6&topic=6
http://www-03.ibm.com/press/us/en/photos.wss?rN=6&topic=6
http://www-03.ibm.com/press/us/en/attachment/23584.wss?fileId=ATTACH_FILE2&fileName=z10die.jpg
http://www-03.ibm.com/press/us/en/attachment/23584.wss?fileId=ATTACH_FILE2&fileName=z10die.jpg
http://earth.google.com/
http://jedihonor.com/graphics-china/Forbidden%20City%202n%20entrance.JPG
http://jedihonor.com/graphics-china/Forbidden%20City%202n%20entrance.JPG
http://www.skyscrapercity.com/showthread.php?t=117510&page=7, pix_15.gif.jpg
http://www.skyscrapercity.com/showthread.php?t=117510&page=7, pix_15.gif.jpg
http://www.nasaimages.org/luna/servlet/detail/nasaNAS~16~16~106686~213469
http://www.nasaimages.org/luna/servlet/detail/nasaNAS~16~16~106686~213469
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so they can control the flow of physical objects into and out of a building. Source: 
Copyright by Adweek, http://static.adweek.com/adweek.com-prod/wp-
content/uploads/files/nycc-hed-2015.jpg.

Figure 8. A Gate in a Transistor (page 12). Source: Copyright by IBM 
http://www.research.ibm.com/resources/press/strainedsilicon/strain_silicon_01.jp
g, http://www.research.ibm.com/resources/press/strainedsilicon/, modified by 
Forrest Warthman. 

Figure 9. A Door in a Building (page 13). A building door with a handle-controlled 
latch and a security deadbolt has two control devices, in addition to the door itself. 
To open such a door, a person needs to do three things: (1) Release the security 
deadbolt, (2) turn the handle to release the latch, and (3) pull the door (from inside) 
or push the door (from outside). Source: Forrest Warthman. 

Figure 10. A Transistor in a Microchip (page 13). A transistor can be compared 
either to a building door, which controls the two-way movement of any mass or 
energy between two spaces, or it can be compared to a building light switch, which 
controls the one-way movement of electrons in the building’s electrical wiring 
network. We use the door comparison because it depicts more of a building’s 
function than the light-switch comparison. 

There are two kinds of gates in electronics: transistor gates and logic gates. A tran-
sistor gate is the control mechanism of a single transistor. A logic gate is a group of 
transistors working together to perform a logic function. The most common types of 
logic gates are AND, OR, NOT, NAND (not AND), and NOR (not OR). Source: 
Forrest Warthman. 

Figure 11. Functional Objects in a Building (page 14). Source: Copyright by 
Ingersoll Rand 
http://imagesondemand.ingersollrand.com/advsearch/Pages/default.aspx, 
http://professional.schlage.com/tools/index.asp

Figure 12. Functional Objects in a Microchip (page 14). This is a pair of two-input 
AND logic gates. Source: http://flylogic.net/chippics/pic16c558/dual2and_sm.jpg, 
http://www.flylogic.net/blog/. 

Figure 13. Flows Between a Building and its Environment (page 15). A building’s 
roof, walls, and floors also control flows of mass and energy, but they do this in a 
fixed (static) way rather than in the dynamic way in which humans control doors 
and windows. Many methods of heat exchange, heat conduction, and 
electromagnetic shielding now used in microchip packages and computer cabinets 
were first developed for use in buildings. Software tools are available for simulating 
flows of mass and energy through building openings and surfaces and through 
microchip packages. Source: Forrest Warthman.

Figure 14. Flows Between a Microchip and its Environment (page 15). The 
electron flows represent not only data signals but also electrical power or ground 
voltages. Source: 
http://farm3.static.flickr.com/2226/2356723839_a4aaa29764_o.jpg, 
http://www.viagallery.com/index.php?option=com_flickr4j&Task=tags&Tag=imag
e&Photo=2356723839, modified by Forrest Warthman. 

Figure 15. A Residential City Block (page 16). Source: Copyright 2007 Google 
Earth; image Courtesy of the U.S. Geological Survey. 

Figure 16. A Circuit Board (page 16). Source: Copyright 2009 College of 
Engineering and Computer Science at California State University, Sacramento, 
http://www.ecs.csus.edu/cpe/cpe_images/circut%20board.jpg. 

Figure 17. A Building With a Stack of Floors (page 17). This is the Burj Dubai tower 
in the United Arab Emirates. As of its 2009 groundbreaking, it was the tallest man-
made structure every built: about 820 m (2,700 feet) tall with 160 floors and 
330,000 m2 (3,600,000 ft2) of floor space. Source: Copyright by David Hobcote - 
2008 http://mathieuhelie.files.wordpress.com/2008/08/burj_dubai_1009.jpg. 

Figure 18. A Rack With a Stack of Computer Blades (page 17). Source: 
http://www.ks.uiuc.edu/Development/Computers/Images/ariel-full.jpg. 

Figure 19. A Large City (page 18). Source: Copyright by Christopher Smethurst 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/csmethurst/124819269/in/set-72057594099009625/.

Figure 20. A Large Computer System (page 18). Source: Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory https://www.llnl.gov/news/asc/images. 

Figure 21. Streets Connect Buildings (page 19). Source: Copyright by John at 
http://farm1.static.flickr.com/220/525649363_16224c8740_o.jpg, cropped by 
Forrest Warthman.

Figure 22. Cables Connect Computer Racks (page 19). Source: Copyright by 
SmugMug, 
http://appenz.smugmug.com/gallery/7165354_YbD6U#459890209_Hfr3Z-X3-LB. 

Figure 23. Sizes of Large Cities (page 20). The basic size concept here is one of 
containment: cities contain computers (very large numbers of them), but there are 
no computers that contain even a single city. Sources: Wikipedia, Google Earth, 
Forrest Warthman. 

Figure 24. Sizes of Large Computer Centers (page 20). The land area of New York 
City is more than 500,000 times that of the largest data center. The areas given for 
the data centers are those of the one-story buildings that house the computer 
systems. The computer systems themselves occupy less than half of the building 
areas. Sources: Wikipedia, Forrest Warthman.

Figure 25. City Roads Connecting Buildings (page 22). Source: Copyright 2007 
Google Earth; data SIO, NOAA, U.S. Navy, NGA, GEBCO. 
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Figure 26. Semiconductor Wires Connecting Transistors (page 22). This is an 
Intel® Pentium® 4 microprocessor. It debuted in the year 2000 with 42 million 
transistors and a circuit line width of 0.18 microns. Source: Courtesy of Intel 
Corporation. 

Figure 27. Overhead Electrical Networks in Cities (page 23). Source: (top left) 
Courtesy of Porticus.org 2009; (bottom left) Courtesy of Porticus.org 2009; (top 
right) Copyright photobucket 2009 
http://i40.photobucket.com/albums/e210/kapson/1106/07/3.jpg; (bottom right) 
Copyright photobucket 2009 
http://i40.photobucket.com/albums/e210/kapson/1106/07/1.jpg. 

Figure 28. Overhead Electrical Networks on Microchips (page 23). The conductive 
layers on a microchip can be differentiated by the speed at which signals travel 
through them. Lower-frequency conductors often have many more taps than 
higher-frequency conductors, because taps generate distortion due to scattering. 
High-frequency signals may need to be electrically confined—like a tunnel 
confines the road passing through it—to prevent interaction with nearby electrical 
signals. Source: Copyright 2009 http://flylogic.net. 

Figure 29. Wireless Networks in Cities (page 24). Source: Brian Hayes, 
“Infrastructure”, page 517, W.W. Norton, New York, 2005; 
http://www.mbari.org/dmo/observatory/tower_close.JPG, 
http://www.mbari.org/dmo/observatory/oo.htm; 
http://develop.larc.nasa.gov/apply/images/satellite.jpg, 
http://develop.larc.nasa.gov/apply/index.html. 

Figure 30. Wireless Networks for Computers (page 24).Wireless RF and free-
space optical links and routers are more flexible and cheaper than wire-connected 
networks to install and run. Military networks depend on these kinds of flexible and 
inexpensive technologies. Emerging optical and ultra-wideband (UWB) networks 
use advanced spread-spectrum technologies. New types of wireless network 
nodes include unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and military aircraft with 
electronic array radar. Today's GPS microchips and hand-held laser projectors can 
provide wireless functions for cell-phone, and nanotechnology may help make it 
low-cost. Source: Brian Hayes, “Infrastructure”, W.W. Norton, New York, 2005; 
http://www.practicallynetworked.com/howto/img/linksys_wrt54g.jpg, 
http://www.practicallynetworked.com/howto/071906wireless1.htm; 
http://blog.marques.cx/wp-content/uploads/2008/08/ronja.jpg, 
http://blog.marques.cx/2008/08/29/ronja-diy-optical-data/; 
http://www.spectrum.ieee.org/images/mar04/images/scarf2.jpg, 
http://www.spectrum.ieee.org/print/3811. 

Figure 31. Vertical Network Access in Cities (page 25). Source: (top) 
Comstock/Comstock Images/Getty Images; (bottom right) Courtesy of 
ThyssenKrupp Elevator; (bottom left) Courtesy of The Moscone Center, San 
Francisco, California. 

Figure 32. Vertical Network Access in Semiconductors (page 25). Each layer of 
metal is deposited in a single set of fabrication steps, using masks to define the 
boundaries of the metal. Thus, each of the six metal layers is essentially a single 
object, but the millions of transistors they connect perform separate functions. 
Source: http://www-
03.ibm.com/press/us/en/attachment/21479.wss?fileId=ATTACH_FILE2&fileName
=airgapsem1r.jpg. 

Figure 33. Road-Network Geometries (page 26). Source: Google Earth. 

Figure 34. Computer-Network Geometries (page 26). City analogies for bus 
geometries include office, dormitory, and prison hallways. Source: Forrest 
Warthman and Martin Morf. 

Figure 35. Cities are Connected by Road and Electrical Networks (page 27). 
Source: Courtesy of C. Mayhew & R. Simmon (NASA/GSFC), NOAA/ NGDC, 
DMSP Digital Archive. 

Figure 36. Computers are Connected by the Internet (page 27). The high cost of 
copper wire and fiber, as well as the desirable mobility of users, is moving the 
Internet onto wireless radio-frequency (RF), free-space optical, unmanned aerial 
vehicle (UAV), and satellite networks. This has already happened with military 
networks, which will eventually penetrate further into space using NASA's 
interplanetary Internet. Source: Courtesy of Lumeta. 

Figure 37. Circuit-Switching on a Telephone Network (page 28). Before telephone 
companies changed their switching equipment from analog to digital electronics, 
the only information that traveled across a circuit-switched connection after the 
setup procedure was voice data (no control information). As digital electronics 
were introduced, telephone companies began adding control information to the 
voice information in order to use connections more efficiently. 

The advantage of circuit-switched links is that you get an uninterrupted connection, 
with relatively consistent performance, for the entire duration of a call. The disad-
vantages in the old analog systems were that (a) the caller used significant 
switching and transmission-line resources for the total time of the phone call, even 
though a substantial part of the time includes periods of silence during which voice 
communication is not being transmitted, and (b) if any part of the source-to-desti-
nation path fails, the phone call is terminated—this is called a single point of 
failure. With digital electronics, the switching resources have become much 
cheaper, and only significant problems are single points of failure. Source: Forrest 
Warthman. 
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Figure 38. Packet-Switching on the Internet (page 28). Unlike circuit-switched tele-
phone messages, packet-switched Internet messages do not require circuit setup 
at the beginning of the communication session. Each packet is sent through the 
network along path segments that are shared with millions of other packets. Each 
packet is free to take any of the many possible routes from source to destination; 
the choices are made by the routers at each node, which try to choose routes that 
avoid congested path segments. For each packet that arrives at its destination, the 
destination returns an acknowledgment packet to the source. 

The advantages of packet-switched communication are that (a) there are no single 
points of failure, and (b) short disruptions to communication are handled by trans-
mission re-try methods. The disadvantage is that several packets may be lost in a 
noisy or congested path segment, so that the message as a whole becomes 
corrupted or delayed. 

Packet-switching is a very old concept, possibly dating to the earliest relay courier 
systems implemented on the Persian Royal Road in the 5th century BC. 

Some Internet packets, such as those in a high-bandwidth video session or a high-
quality voice-over-Internet session, may require special setup. In the early days of 
computer fiber-optic networks, special web pages were created for setting up 
circuit-switched fiber routes. Any new technology may provoke a similar response 
before optimal packet routing methods can be established. Sometimes the 
complexity of adapting or upgrading an existing network is so difficult that earlier 
techniques are recycled. Source: Forrest Warthman and Martin Morf. 

Figure 39. The U.S. Interstate Highway System Network (page 29). Source: 
Courtesy of U.S. Federal Governement, modified by Forrest Warthman. 

Figure 40. An Internet Backbone Networks (page 29). This diagram shows path 
segments as smooth arches, like airline paths are often portrayed. In reality, the 
segments look more like the irregular segments of the U.S. Interstate Highway 
System on the left. The backbone connects to Internet service providers (ISPs) at 
nodes called peering points, which are typically in or near cities. All nodes on the 
Internet, including peering-point, ISP, and most end-user nodes, consist of routers. 
Most communication-network segments, such as fiber-optic lines, are located 
alongside transportation networks, such as roads and railroad tracks, or 
occasionally alongside pipeline networks because these routes easily support the 
transport of heavy equipment and materials used to install cable. 

The concentration of network nodes in the northeast of the U.S. reflects the greater 
concentration of cities in that area. These are the oldest cities in the country, and 
old cities had neighboring cities nearby, reachable by short travel times. Source: 
Courtesy of UUnet, modified by Forrest Warthman. 

Figure 41. Grid Roads are Mesh Networks (page 30). When a break or congestion 
occurs on one path segment of a grid network, cars can find alternative routes to 
their destination—a property called self-healing. Source: Copyright 2007 Google 
Earth; data SIO, NOAA, U.S. Navy, NGA, GEBCO; overlay by Forrest Warthman. 

Figure 42. Crossbar Switches are Mesh Networks (page 30). Source: Forrest 
Warthman and Martin Morf. 

Figure 43. Road Intersection with Input and Output Ports (page 31). Source: 
PhotoLink/Photodisc/Getty Images, modified by Forrest Warthman. 

Figure 44. Network Switch with Input and Output Ports (page 31). This type of 
derivation is called a conformal mapping. The inputs and outputs of network 
switches are either monodirectional cables or bidirectional cables that are divided 
into separate channels—one for each input and output on the switch—using time-
division multiplexing (TDM) or frequency-division multiplexing (FDM). Source: 
Forrest Warthman. 

Figure 45. Road Intersection with Input Lanes for Each Output (page 32). In road 
networks, routing of vehicles is done by their drivers using memory, maps, 
landmarks, or road signs, and the corresponding switching is done by drivers 
controlled by traffic signs or lights. Source: PhotoLink/Photodisc/Getty Images, 
modified by Forrest Warthman. 

Figure 46. Network Router with Input Queues for Each Output (page 32). Source: 
Forrest Warthman. 

Figure 47. Road Networks Have Large Channel Buffers (page 33). Source: 
Copyright 2007 Google Earth; data SIO, NOAA, U.S. Navy, NGA, GEBCO; overlay 
by Forrest Warthman.

Figure 48. Computer Switches Have Small Channel Buffers (page 33). Source: 
Forrest Warthman. 

Figure 49. Routing by Maps, Road Signs, and Landmarks (page 34). Source: (top) 
http://www.rockymountainroads.com/nevada200/nv-593_wb_app_nv-604_02.jpg, 
http://www.rockymountainroads.com/nv-593.html; (bottom) Copyright 2010 
Yahoo; data 2009 NAVTEQ. 

Figure 50. Routing By Destination-Address Tables (page 34). This example is a 
simplified version of a routing table. Each destination address is shown both as an 
Internet Protocol (IP) Address and as the last three digits of the IP address in 
binary form (1s and 0s), where “x” means the binary digit can be either 1 or 0. The 
table entries containing “x” bits represent a range of addresses. For example, the 
entry on Line 1 (“011xxxxx”) indicates that all destination addresses in the range 
01100000 to 01111111 can go to output port 6. 
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A packet’s destination address may match more than one routing-table entry. The 
router normally selects the table entry that is the most explicit—the one with the 
longest string of 1s and 0s (not “x” values) matching the destination address. 

IP addresses are like city street addresses in that they identify destinations. But 
street addresses have a geographic location, whereas IP addresses can be physi-
cally located anywhere in the world; similar IP addresses need not be physically 
near each other. One common method of implementing routing-tables lookups is 
with a content-addressable memory, shown in Figure 135 on page 69. Source: 
Forrest Warthman, with content derived Courtesy of Kostas Pagiamtzis at 
http://www.pagiamtzis.com/cam/camintro.html. 

Figure 51. Building Router—an Elevator (page 35). Source: Forrest Warthman. 

Figure 52. Network Router (page 35). Source: Forrest Warthman. 

Figure 53. Fast Paths in Transportation Networks (page 36). City roads are 
differentiated by speed of travel. Local roads support low speeds, but with many 
options for entering and exiting the road. Freeways support fast speeds, but with 
few options for entering and exiting. Source: (right) Courtesy of 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:World_Trade_Center_Building_Design_with_Floo
r_and_Elevator_Arrangment.svg [public domain image]; (left) Copyright 2007 
Google Earth; data SIO, NOAA, U.S. Navy, NGA, GEBCO. 

Figure 54. Fast Paths in Router Networks (page 36). Source: Forrest Warthman. 
The design of these routers is based on John Kim, James Balfour, William J. Dally, 
Flattened Butterfly Topology for On-Chip Networks, Computer Science 
Laboratory, Stanford University, 2007. 

Figure 55. Suburban Road Network (page 37). Source: Copyright 2006 Google 
Earth; data 2010 Digital Globe; overlay by Forrest Warthman. 

Figure 56. Low-Cost Computer Network (page 37). Source: Forrest Warthman. 
The design of this network is based on William J. Dally and Brian Towles, 
Principles and Practices of Interconnection Networks, Morgan Kaufmann, 2004, 
page 29. 

Figure 57. 19th-Century Postal Envelope (page 38). Some street addresses in 
Japan are assigned in a first-requested, first-addressed sequence, rather than a 
numerical sequence for each street. Buildings can therefore have addresses that 
are much larger or smaller than their immediate neighbors, and the postal delivery 
person must know how to find the buildings. Source: unknown. 

Figure 58. Internet Protocol (IP) Packet Header (page 38). Postal networks, by 
contrast, use geographic rather than next-hop addressing, so postal letters don't 
often take trips far removed from a direct path to their geographic destination. They 
thereby avoid congestion better than most packet-switched networks. The World 
Wide Web Consortium (W3C) is working on future protocols that may use cell or 

Wi-Fi triangulation, or Global Positioning System (GPS) technology, to 
geographically locate routers and destinations in an effort to avoid unnecessarily 
long trips for packets. 

Given the desirability of user mobility, physical-location addressing has been 
discussed since the beginning of the Internet, and inexpensive GPS hardware 
makes this more affordable. A more general URL-based addressing mechanism 
may emerge, possibly in the context of an interplanetary Internet in which physical 
location is only one of many pieces of information needed to find a single address 
or a set of roaming addresses. Like operating-system Finders and Internet search 
engines, browsers may eventually merge the search and URL fields into a single 
field. Source: http://www.visi.com/~mjb/Drawings/IP_Header.png. 

Figure 59. Postal Message Protocols (page 39). At each intermediate post office, 
steps 3, 4, and 5 are repeated, first in reverse order and then in the same order. At 
the destination, all steps (1 through 5) are repeated in reverse order. Source: 
Forrest Warthman. 

Figure 60. Internet Message Protocols (page 39). There are three hops (also 
called networks) in Figure 60, shown beneath the pairs of protocol stacks. Each 
hop on a path can use a different link-layer and physical-layer technology, but the 
Internet Protocol (IP) runs on a router at all nodes, and the Transmission Control 
Protocol (TCP) runs only on a computer at the source and destination. Source: 
Forrest Warthman.

The five layers of the TCP/IP protocol stack are:
• Application Layer: This layer contains application programs for composing and 

reading messages (or files). For example, an email, text-processing, spread-
sheet, or graphics program could be used. 

• Transport Layer: This layer breaks complete messages (or files) into small 
packets for sending, and it reassembles received packets into complete mes-
sages (or files). The Internet uses the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP).

• Network Layer: This layer routes packets between the networks that it con-
nects. The Internet uses the Internet Protocol (IP). 

• Link Layer: This layer converts between packets used by the IP protocol and 
bit streams used at the Link Layer, with error control. The typical protocols 
used on the Internet are Ethernet or Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP).

• Physical Layer: This layer converts between bit streams and electrical signals 
for wired or wireless channels, and it transmits and receives the signals on a 
channel that connects this node with its neighboring node(s). Common chan-
nel media include Ethernet cable, coaxial cable, telephone cable, fiber-optic 
cable, and WiFi wireless signals.
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Figure 61. Cooling and Heating Networks in City Buildings (page 40). Source: 
http://www.emconservices.com/id5.html, 
http://www.emconservices.com/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderpictures/VACT4.JPG
, http://www.bechtelvitplant.com/photobook/ssp/albums/album-
76/lg/DSC08333.JPG, http://www.bechtelvitplant.com/gallery_view.php?id=76. 

Figure 62. Cooling Networks for Computers (page 40). Cooling and electric power 
represent a very larger percentage of total data-center costs. Many laptop 
computers now use heat-pipes to cool their microchips and get the heat out of the 
case. Source: 
http://itpro.nikkeibp.co.jp/article/Keyword/20080604/305988/bb_syashin1.jpg, 
http://itpro.nikkeibp.co.jp/article/Keyword/20080604/305988/, 
http://img.hexus.net/v2/beanz/commando/socket-big.jpg, 
http://www.hexus.net/content/item.php?item=7595. 

Figure 63. Power and Ground in City Buildings (page 41). Source: Forrest 
Warthman. 

Figure 64. Power and Ground in Computer Systems (page 41). For more detail 
about this microprocessor, including a 4004 simulation tool, see the Intel 4004 35th 
Anniversary Project website at www.4004.com, created by Tim McNerney, Brian 
and Barry Silverman, Fred Huettig, and Lajos Kintli. Source: Courtesy of Intel 
Corporation: 
http://download.intel.com/museum/research/arc_collect/history_docs/pix/4004-
visible.jpg. 

Figure 65. Empire State Building (page 42). Source: 
http://www.iisd.ca/csd/csd13prep/pix/IMG_3182.JPG, 
http://www.iisd.ca/csd/csd13prep/. 

Figure 66. Drinking-Water Network (page 43). Source: 
http://blog.mlive.com/chronicle/2008/08/05akecrest22.jpg, 
http://blog.mlive.com/chronicle/2008/08/fire_marshall_shuts_down_roose.html. 

Figure 67. Sewage-Pipe Network (page 43). Source: 
http://www.onesolutioninteriors.co.uk/water-soft-drink_files/pipes.jpg, 
http://www.onesolutioninteriors.co.uk/water-soft-drink.html. 

Figure 68. Gas Network (page 43). Source: 
http://louguarini.com/db2/00118/louguarini.com/_uimages/zoneboiler.jpg, 
http://louguarini.com/_wsn/page2.html.

Figure 69. Hallway Network (page 43). Source: 
http://pages.prodigy.net/johnmariani/040126/Bruno%20hallway.jpg, 
http://pages.prodigy.net/johnmariani/040126/. 

Figure 70. Elevator Network (page 43). Like hallways, elevators, escalators, and 
stairways represent another level in the hierarchy of a city’s transportation 
networks. Source: http://www.hep.lu.se/staff/tyapkin//delphi/cavern/elevator.jpg, 
http://www.hep.lu.se/staff/tyapkin//delphi/cavern/thumbnails/elevator.jpg.html. 

Figure 71. Escalator and Stairway Network (page 43). Source: 
http://www.thyssenkrupp.com/ml/pb/bilder/117/TF_Nuernberg.jpg, 
http://www.thyssenkrupp.com/en/presse/bildarchiv_suchergebnis.html&segment=
18. 

Figure 72. Fire-Sprinkler Network (page 43). Source: 
http://ssfireservice.com/Quickstart/ImageLib/Fire_Pumps.jpg, 
http://ssfireservice.com/page2.html. 

Figure 73. Fire-Alarm Network (page 43). Source: 
http://www.twincitiesdailyphoto.com/2007/fire_alarm.jpg, 
http://www.twincitiesdailyphoto.com/2007/10/ultimate-alarm-clock-ringer.html. 

Figure 74. Steam Network (page 43). Source: 
http://www.ifoyer.com/rf/add_radiator_steam.jpg, http://www.ifoyer.com/rf/.

Figure 75. Video-Security Network (page 43). Source: 
http://www.hfsds.com/img/monitor_wall.jpg, http://www.hfsds.com/security.php.

Figure 76. Trash-Chute Network (page 43). Source: 
http://www.wigwamen.com/Sewells%20Road%20Photos/October24,2004/Garba
geChute.JPG, 
http://www.wigwamen.com/Sewells%20Road%20Photos/October24,2004/Octobe
r24,2004Photos.htm.

Figure 77. Parking-Lot Road Network (page 43). This is the parking garage at the 
Beijing Airport. Source: 
http://farm4.static.flickr.com/3270/2732567262_30169c8c9a.jpg?v=0, 
http://flickr.com/photos/kk/2732567262/. 

Figure 78. New York City’s Underground Profile (click figure title for audio tours) 
(page 44). Source: http://www.nationalgeographic.com/nyunder-
ground/docs/nymain.html.

Figure 79. Surface Tram (page 45). This is a tram in downtown Zurich, 
Switzerland. Source: Forrest Warthman. 

Figure 80. Subway (page 45). This is the London Underground system. Source: 
http://www.bigfoto.com/europe/london/london-underground-lf7u.jpg, 
http://bayridgebrooklyn.blogspot.com/2007/03/new-york-subway-vs-london-
underground_07.html. 
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Figure 81. Water (page 45). Source: Courtesy of 
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/ef/Reynolds,_Indiana_water_to
wer.png, 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Reynolds,_Indiana_water_tower.png. This 
is the water tower for the town of Reynolds, Indiana. 

Figure 82. Sewer (page 45). Sewers and ground-planes (Figure 64) perform a 
similar function; they clean up the local environment. Sewers drain bad effluents, 
and ground-planes drain bad currents that could distort vital signals. Source: 
http://www.sewerhistory.org/images/w/wef/wefe/wefe10.jpg, 
http://www.sewerhistory.org/grfx.htm. 

Figure 83. Natural Gas (page 45). Source: Courtesy of 
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/76/Columbia_Gas_marker_jeh.
JPG, http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Columbia_Gas_marker_jeh.JPG.

Figure 84. Steam (page 45). This is a steam-pipe tunnel on the campus of North 
Carolina State University at Raleigh. For a pictorial overview of New York City’s 
steam network, see Kate Ascher, The Works: Anatomy of a City, The Penguin 
Press, New York, 2005. In Europe, steam networks are commonly part of city-wide 
cogeneration of heat and power. Source: 
http://goodnightraleigh.com/uploaded_images/steam81.jpg, 
http://goodnightraleigh.com/category/ncsu/. 

Figure 85. An Intercity Water Network—Roman Aqueducts (page 46). Source: The 
National Geographic Society, The Builders, 1992, page 26. 

Figure 86. Intercity Water (page 47). Source: 
http://www.flatrock.org.nz/topics/environment/assets/under_shaft_13b.jpg, 
http://www.flatrock.org.nz/topics/environment/assets/valve_chamber_1990.jpg, 
http://www.flatrock.org.nz/topics/environment/assets/boring_machine.jpg, 
http://www.flatrock.org.nz/topics/environment/new_york_city_water_tunnel_no_3.
htm. 

Figure 87. Intercity Electricity (page 47). Source: 
http://www.britishcoalgasification.co.uk/images/powerlines1152.jpg, 
http://www.britishcoalgasification.co.uk/coal-reserves.html. 

Figure 88. Intercity Oil (page 47). Source: 
http://www.eielson.af.mil/shared/media/photodb/photos/040830-F-3488S-001.jpg, 
http://www.eielson.af.mil/photos/index.asp?galleryID=2480.

Figure 89. Intercity Gas (page 47). Source: 
http://www.panhandleenergy.com/images/content/expansion.jpg, 
http://www.panhandleenergy.com/expansion_lng.asp. 

Figure 90. Intercity Passenger Rail (page 47). Source: Courtesy of 
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/5f/London_Train_Station.jpg, 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:London_Train_Station.jpg. 

Figure 91. Intercity Freight Rail (page 47). Source: Brian Hayes, “Infrastructure”, 
W.W. Norton, New York, 2005.

Figure 92. Intercity Passenger Ship (page 47). Source: 
http://www.meridianbootcamp.com/site/images/Cruise%20Ship%20Pic(2).jpg, 
http://www.meridianbootcamp.com/.

Figure 93. Intercity Freight Ship (page 47). Source: http://www.stahl-
online.de/deutsch/Stahl-Anwendung/Fahrzeug/SIP-FE-Lindenau-Tanker.jpg, 
http://www.stahl-
online.de/english/media_lounge/photos/Steel_Application/start.asp.

Figure 94. Intercity Passenger Air (page 47). Source: 
http://i171.photobucket.com/albums/u303/HURGHADATRIP/5boarding.jpg, 
http://www.airliners.net/aviation-forums/trip_reports/read.main/101018/.

Figure 95. Intercity Freight Air (page 47). Source: 
http://imgtest.blogster.com/host/images/21721718319.jpg, 
http://www.skyscrapercity.com/showthread.php?t=292532.

Figure 96. Old City Processing Centers (page 49). Source: 
http://philip.greenspun.com/images/200103-d1-bangkok/floating-marketing-
vertical.half.jpg, http://philip.greenspun.com/images/200103-d1-bangkok/, 
http://photography.nationalgeographic.com/staticfiles/NGS/Shared/StaticFiles/Ph
otography/Images/POD/k/khanna-grain-market-508669-lw.jpg, 
http://photography.nationalgeographic.com/, 
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/6c/Gunung_Kawi_Rice_Terrac
e_Tampaksiring_1.jpg, 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Gunung_Kawi_Rice_Terrace_Tampaksiri
ng_1.jpg [license explicitly grants any use], 
http://lh3.ggpht.com/_rvBSYy2x4yc/R_acT5ftkbI/AAAAAAAAFq8/xsHJWx0ghcw/
Terai+Slide+117.jpg, http://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/TXAjJnPdLzJ-
6gtq6UyrkA. 

Figure 97. Old Computer Processing Centers (page 49). Source: 
http://www.oliverrobinson.net/photos/bletchley/colossus2.jpg, 
http://www.oliverrobinson.net/photos/bletchley/index.html. 

Figure 98. Modern City Processing Centers (page 50). Source: 
http://www.lloyds.com/NR/rdonlyres/8C0D1E20-0133-435B-8506-
48F42FF1D412/0/IC_Brokerandunderwriteratthebox.tif, 
http://www.lloyds.com/About_Us/The_Lloyds_building/Pictures_of_the_building-
interior/Interior_images_colour.htm, 
http://www.rotax.com/NR/rdonlyres/C7B3271E-2C02-474E-ADF0-
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501690AB636D/0/RotaxPlantManufacturing_01.jpg, 
http://www.rotax.com/en/Media.Center/Media.Library.htm [This photo is “available 
for publishing purposes”.], 
http://drillinginvestments.com/images/Drilling%20Investments2.jpg. 

Figure 99. Modern Computer Processing Centers (page 50). This figure shows the 
motherboard (main circuit board) of a Sun Ultra 20 M2 workstation. Source: 
http://www.linuxdevices.com/files/misc/motorola_atca-717.jpg, 
http://www.linuxdevices.com/news/NS7244999401.html 

Figure 100. City Processing Model (page 51). Similar processing models can be 
found in commercial service transactions (bank deposits, airline ticketing, visits to 
a doctor, car repair, retail shopping), manufacturing, and many other aspects of 
city life. Source: Forrest Warthman. 

Figure 101. Computer Processing Model (page 51). The functions of general-
purpose computers are not built into their hardware, as are many operations 
performed in cities. Computers can be reprogrammed within seconds—the time 
needed to load a new program from disk into memory—to perform entirely different 
kinds of operations than they previously performed, whereas kitchens designed for 
cooking can be reconfigured to perform different operations (for example, 
automobile-repair operations) only through time-consuming and costly physical 
remodeling of building spaces and equipment. Source: Forrest Warthman. 

Figure 102. Car-Wash Pipeline (page 52). Source: Forrest Warthman, 
http://chicoscrubbs.com/files/images/189577529_acbb869119%20img_4488_L.p
review.jpg, http://chicoscrubbs.com/node/14. 

Figure 103. Basic Microprocessor Pipeline (page 52). Source: Forrest Warthman. 

Figure 104. Accounting-Office Pipeline (page 53). Source: Forrest Warthman, 
http://www.nrel.com/photos/KHQ-CORP-ART/file-cabinet-double.jpg, 
http://www.nrel.com/MI-TROY-KMCORP-10-19-06.html, 
http://www.oppictures.com/singleimages/240/GLBG3060SPLMAF_1_1.JPG, 
http://www.cleansweepsupply.com/pages/item-glbg3060splmaf.html. 

Figure 105. Microprocessor Pipeline (page 53). Source: Forrest Warthman. 

Figure 112. Modern Aircraft Assembly Line (page 57). This production line is 
building Boeing 787 aircraft. Source: 
http://regmedia.co.uk/2007/12/12/787_production_line.jpg, 
http://www.theregister.co.uk/2007/12/12/787_schedule/. 

Figure 113. Contemporary Microprocessor Pipeline Stages (page 57). This is the 
floating-point pipeline of the STI (Sony, Toshiba, IBM) Cell/B.E. microprocessor, 
also called the Cell processor. Source: 
http://www.research.ibm.com/journal/rd/515/chen3.gif, 
http://www.research.ibm.com/journal/rd/515/chen.html. 

Figure 114. Train Schedule (page 58). Source: Copyright by Edward R. Tufte, 
Envisioning Information, Graphics Press, 1990, p. 45. 

Figure 115. Microprocessor Timing Diagram (page 58). Source: Forrest 
Warthman. 

Figure 116. Automobile Engine Synchronization (page 59). Source: 
http://www.automotive-illustration.co.uk/img/engines/civic-VTEC-E-cutaway.jpg, 
http://www.automotive-illustration.co.uk/engines.html. 

Figure 117. MEMS Gears (page 59). The interlaced finger structures are 
capacitive combs that exert electromechanical force in response to electrodynamic 
force. For low-power products, such as wrist watches, MEMS devices can be more 
efficient than electronic sensors and actuators for control purposes. Source: 
http://mems.sandia.gov/gallery/images/os1949_026.jpg, 
http://mems.sandia.gov/gallery/images.html. 

Figure 118. Parallel, Reconfigurable Office Workers (page 60). Source: 
http://www.officemuseum.com/IMagesWWW/1923_Elliott-
Fisher_Universal_Accounting_Machines_at_Snellenburg_Dept_Store_Phila_PA.
JPG, http://www.officemuseum.com/IMagesWWW/. 

Figure 119. Reconfigurable Logic (page 60). Source: 
http://www.ai.mit.edu/projects/reinventing_computing/dpga_proto_pix/dpga_diep
hoto_large, 
http://www.ai.mit.edu/projects/reinventing_computing/dpga_proto_pix/. 

Figure 120. Storage Hierarchies in Cities (page 62). In the U.S., wholesalers hold 
about 25% of all business inventories, factories hold about 35%, and retailers hold 
the remaining 40%. Source: Forrest Warthman. 

Figure 121. Storage Hierarchies in Computers (page 62). Source: Forrest 
Warthman. 

Figure 122. Regional Distribution Warehouse (page 63). Source: 
http://www.advancedwarehouses.com/images/advanced%20warehouses%20ma
nsfield%20MA.jpg, http://www.advancedwarehouses.com/facilities.htm. 

Figure 123. Computer Data Warehouse (page 63). In the data center shown here, 
cooling (an important cost factor for data centers) is handled in a fairly 
conventional way. Cool air comes up through the floor, flows through the computer 
cabinets, and the resulting hot air is drawn by fans through the ceiling. For a more 
advanced configuration, see the shipping containers on page 40 that can populate 
data warehouses. In addition to computers, these shipping containers have 
cooling and electric power-conversion services. Source: 
http://www.linuxjournal.com/files/linuxjournal.com/linuxjournal/articles/078/7878/7
878f1.png. 
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Figure 124. Warehouse Picking System (page 64). Source: http://www.ssi-
schaefer-peem.com/uploads/media/SSI_SCS_system1_01.JPG, http://www.ssi-
schaefer-peem.com/Press-releases-Details.14871+M5f6be92c1c3.0.html. 

Figure 125. Computer Archival Data Storage (page 64). Source: Courtesy of 
Brookhaven National Laboratory 
http://farm4.static.flickr.com/3437/3236782236_cd5cb18257_o.jpg, 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/brookhavenlab/3236782236/. 

Figure 126. Addressing Buildings, 1st Century A.D. (page 65). Source: Source 
unknown. 

Figure 127. Addressing Data Storage (page 65). In the near future, disk drives may 
do away with the concept of surfaces, and all platters will consist of homogeneous 
data locations addressable at any vertical (Z) position, subject to wavelength 
constraints. Source: Forrest Warthman and Martin Morf. 

Figure 128. Addressing Format of Modern Postal Letter (page 66). Source: Forrest 
Warthman. 

Figure 129. Operating-System Addressing of Memory (page 66). The addresses 
on Internet packets (page 38) are used differently than the memory addresses 
shown above. Internet addressees are nodes on the Internet rather than locations 
in memory, and the address-to-destination mapping is done by Internet routers 
rather than by operating systems. Source: Forrest Warthman. 

Figure 130. File Caching in an Office (page 67). Source: 
http://www.nrel.com/photos/KHQ-CORP-ART/file-cabinet-double.jpg, 
http://www.nrel.com/MI-TROY-KMCORP-10-19-06.html, 
http://www.oppictures.com/singleimages/240/GLBG3060SPLMAF_1_1.JPG, 
http://www.cleansweepsupply.com/pages/item-glbg3060splmaf.html. 

Figure 131. Computer Caching (page 67). More details of how the instruction and 
data caches work with the registers and execution units are described on page 53. 
Source: Forrest Warthman. 

Figure 132. Coherency States of a Bookkeeping Invoice (page 68). Source: 
Forrest Warthman. 

Figure 133. Coherency States of a Microprocessor Cache Entry (page 68). 
Source: Forrest Warthman. 

Figure 134. Personal Libraries (page 69). Source: Forrest Warthman. 

Figure 135. CAM Microchips (page 69). CAM memories are implemented in 
hardware, so they are much faster than software lookups for table-search 
applications. Routing tables (page 34) and packet classification functions in 
Internet routers are among the most common CAM applications. Source: Forrest 
Warthman and Martin Morf, with content derived Courtesy of Kostas Pagiamtzis at 
http://www.pagiamtzis.com/cam/camintro.html.

Figure 136. Mobile City Cache—A Briefcase (page 70). Source: Forrest 
Warthman. 

Figure 137. Mobile Computer Cache—A Cell Phone (page 70). Source: 
http://www.ski-epic.com/amsterdam_bicycles/pn1b_amsterdam_bicycle_cell.jpg, 
http://www.ski-epic.com/amsterdam_bicycles/. 

Figure 138. I/O Ports in Shanghai (page 72). Source: Copyright 2009 Google 
Earth; data 2010 Digital Globe. 

Figure 139. I/O Ports in a Computer (page 72). Source: Forrest Warthman. 

Figure 140. Atlanta Airport (page 73). Source: Google Earth.

Figure 141. Network Wireless Port (page 73). Source: 
http://windsurf.mediaforte.com/wifi/wifi_antenna_files/Setup.jpg, 
http://windsurf.mediaforte.com/wifi/wifi_antenna.html. 

Figure 142. Air-to-Bus Intermodal I/O Transfer (page 74). Source: 
http://muc.in/pic/munich_airport_busstation.jpg, http://muc.in/airport [CC with 
Sharealike condition; contact owner for other terms]. 

Figure 143. Semiconductor Intermodal I/O Transfer (page 74). The I/O pads of 
many modern microprocessors connect to circuit boards using metal solder balls 
on their back sides instead of wire pins along their edges. Source: 
http://www.national.com/company/pressroom/gallery/graphics/full_sized/02_rgb.j
pg, http://www.national.com/company/pressroom/gallery/products.html. 

Figure 144. Shipping-Port Warehouse (page 75). Source: 
http://www.buhlergroup.com/news/32154EN.jpg. 

Figure 145. Computer I/O-Port Buffer (page 75). Other types of buffering are 
described on page 88 and 89. Source: Forrest Warthman. 

Figure 146. Mobile Cities With Airports (page 76). Source: 
http://proceedings.ndia.org/5860/5860_Warner.pdf, 
http://www.aviationweek.com/aw/blogs/defense/index.jsp?plckController=Blog&pl
ckScript=blogScript&plckElementId=blogDest&plckBlogPage=BlogViewPost&plc
kPostId=Blog%3A27ec4a53-dcc8-42d0-bd3a-01329aef79a7Post%3A7cda976d-
7e97-4f72-9262-7ab1e9758980. 

Figure 147. Ships at Sea Off-Loading Cargo Barges (page 77). Source: 
http://www.msc.navy.mil/annualreport/2002/graphics/Lummuscranes.jpg, 
http://www.msc.navy.mil/annualreport/2002/pm3.htm. 

Figure 148. Ships at Sea Off-Loading Road-Vehicle Cargo (page 77). Source: 
http://www.defenseindustrydaily.com/images/NAVY_Lighterage_USS_Seay_Bra
dleys_lg.jpg, http://www.defenseindustrydaily.com/whatever-floats-your-tank-the-
usns-improved-navy-lighterage-system-02251/. 
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Figure 149. Aircraft Off-Loading Aircraft Cargo (page 77). Source: 
http://www.22af.afrc.af.mil/shared/media/photodb/photos/050901-F-0001J-
001.jpg, http://www.22af.afrc.af.mil/photos/index.asp?galleryID=540. 

Figure 150. Aircraft Off-Loading Road-Vehicle Cargo (page 77). Source: 
http://aycu21.webshots.com/image/30820/2004693794091525965_rs.jpg, 
http://thetension.blogspot.com/2007/10/combat-camera-military-supports.html. 

Figure 151. Water Storage in Raised Tanks (page 79). Although closely related in 
function to caches (page 67), these water tanks are more analogous to capacitors 
in electronic circuits because their contents (water molecules) are not individually 
addressable, as are the entries in a cache. Source: 
http://www.sindark.com/wp/wp-content/uploads/2008/08/img_7222.jpg, 
http://www.sindark.com/2008/08/01/greyhound-bus-security/. 

Figure 152. Electronic Capacitors (page 79). Capacitors are used to store energy 
for motors and lighting, to maintain constant voltage in DC circuits, and for many 
other purposes. Source: Forrest Warthman and Martin Morf. 

Figure 153. Resistance on City Roads (page 80). Source: Forrest Warthman, 
http://wallpapers.free-review.net/wallpapers/17/Maserati_mc12_on_freeway.jpg, 
http://wallpapers.free-review.net/17__Maserati_mc12_on_freeway.htm, 
http://www.ii.uib.no/~petter/mountains/2000mtn/Albania/6984_road.jpg, 
http://www.ii.uib.no/~petter/mountains/2000mtn/Albania/. 

Figure 154. Electronic Resistors (page 80). Resistors control the flow of current 
through, and the voltage drop across, a circuit. Almost all circuits use them. 
Without resistors limiting current flow, the current might flow at a rate that would 
damage or destroy the components in the circuit. Source: Forrest Warthman and 
Martin Morf. 

Figure 155. One-Way Flows in Cities (page 81). Source: 
http://www.entryparkingposts.com/cdata/14787/img/14787_634839i.jpg, 
http://www.entryparkingposts.net/, 
http://z.about.com/d/geography/1/0/P/F/donotenter3.JPG, 
http://geography.about.com/library/photos/blzz194.htm, 
http://www.askmehelpdesk.com/attachments/plumbing/10986d1218387242-anti-
siphon-hose-bib-vacuum-20breaker.jpg, <source unknown>, 
http://www.askmehelpdesk.com/plumbing/anti-siphon-hose-bib-247388.html, 
George A. Martin, Fences, Gates and Bridges, Castel Freeman, 1887. 

Figure 156. Electronic Diodes (page 81). Diodes are used, for example, in 
computer power supplies to convert AC current into DC current. Source: Forrest 
Warthman and Martin Morf. 

Figure 157. Water Wheels in Cities (page 82). Source: 
http://lh4.ggpht.com/_5YWL37_yr7g/R9HT5q3AjUI/AAAAAAAAC_M/_Q-
q79ENGmQ/SCAN07155.jpg, 
http://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/rwyuOGIfpYaXTBT_PXkEkg. 

Figure 158. Electronic Inductors (page 82). Inductors are used, for example, in 
circuits where current and voltage change with time, because of an inductor’s 
ability to delay and reshape alternating currents. Source: Forrest Warthman and 
Martin Morf. 

Figure 159. Drinking Fountain (page 83). Source: Forest Warthman, 
http://www.amazon.com/Chrome-Faucet-Fountain-1-44-1-
25/dp/B001CDLTLS/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&s=home-
garden&qid=1238219144&sr=8-2, http://www.amazon.com/Chrome-Faucet-
Fountain-1-44-1-25/dp/B001CDLTLS/ref=pd_sim_k_1. 

Figure 160. Electronic Transistors (page 83). This describes an n-type metal-oxide 
semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET). For more details, see 
http://www.intel.com/education/transworks/flat7.htm. Transistors are the most 
important building blocks in microchips. Huge groups of transistors—together with 
resistors, capacitors, and diodes—are connected by metal and polysilicon paths to 
form the complex logic circuits from which microprocessors are made. Source: 
Forrest Warthman and Martin Morf. 

Figure 161. Water-Faucet Valves (page 84). Source: 
http://www.rd.com/images/tfhimport/2006/200607_ShutoffValve_001_sz2.jpg, 
http://www.rd.com/advice-and-know-how/51360/article51360.html, modified by 
Forrest Warthman. 

Figure 162. Diagrams Depicting Water-Faucet Valves (page 84). Switch diagrams 
have semantics that are opposite to those of building doors; for example, when a 
switch is open, a building door is closed. Each OR gate in these logic diagrams 
could have been represented by a wired-OR gate, which is simply a direct 
connection of two inputs and one output with no control function (comparable to a 
valve) between the inputs and output. In wired-OR gates, a flow on either input 
causes an output flow, but it can also have undesirable side-effects such as 
mismatched current or voltage levels, comparable to backflow of cold or hot water 
into the opposite hot or cold water line. Some water faucets sold today avoid this 
potential problem by fitting the hot and cold faucet valves with anti-siphon devices. 
Source: Forrest Warthman and Martin Morf. 

Figure 163. Building Doors (page 85). Source: 
http://www.litsl.com/miscellaneous/poor_customer_service/lindman_front_door_3
.jpg, 
http://www.litsl.com/miscellaneous/poor_customer_service/magnet_lindman_doo
rs.html. 
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Figure 164. Diagrams Depicting How a Building Door Is Opened (page 85). 
Another analogy for a building door is the gate in a field-effect transistor (FET), 
such as the one shown in Figure 160. Source: Forrest Warthman and Martin Morf. 

Figure 165. Flows Through Building Doors (page 86). Source: Forrest Warthman 
and Martin Morf. 

Figure 166. Flows Through Electronic Circuits (page 86). The logical values at 
each input and output are actually voltage values that are interpreted by the 
hardware as 1 (true), 0 (false), or no value (the disabled, or high-impedance, 
state). There are electronic circuits, based on pass transistors (also called pass 
gates or transmission gates), that support bidirectional flows. However, these 
circuits support only non-simultaneous bidirectional flows and they require more 
transistors and more semiconductor area than the commonly used CMOS 
transistor circuits. Source: Forrest Warthman and Martin Morf. 

Figure 167. Flows Through Building Doors (page 87). Source: Forrest Warthman 
and Martin Morf. 

Figure 168. Flows Through Electronic Exchange Gates (page 87). Exchange gates 
are implemented as bypass valves in plumbing and musical instruments; as 
Fredkin gates in electronic circuits; as cross-over switches in network routers; and 
as modulators or configureable beam-splitters in radio frequency (RF) and optical 
networks. They are also topics of research in quantum computing.

The full explanation of railroad X gates is more involved than stated here. The 
tracks of an X gate can support two-way traffic in addition to the one-way traffic 
shown here, although two-way railroad traffic cannot be simultaneous through the 
same gate as can the traffic through building doors. Source: Forrest Warthman 
and Martin Morf. 

Figure 169. City Waiting Rooms (page 88). Source: Forrest Warthman and Martin 
Morf. 

Figure 170. Hardware and Software Buffering (page 88). Double-buffering is a 
form of multi-stage pipelining, described on page 53. Source: Courtesy of Clive 
(Max) Maxfield, Bebop to The Boolean Boogie, LLH Technical Publishing, 1995, 
page 355, and Forrest Warthman.

Figure 171. City Queues (page 89). Source: Source unknown. 

Figure 172. Computer Hardware and Software Queues (page 89). Source: Forrest 
Warthman and Martin Morf. 

Figure 173. City Stacks (page 90). Source: Forrest Warthman. 

Figure 174. Computer Stacks (page 90). Source: Forrest Warthman. 

Figure 175. Three-Dimensional Building Array (page 91). Source: 
http://blog.nj.com/hudsoncountynow_impact/2007/10/z77hud7.jpg, 
http://www.nj.com/hudson/index.ssf/2007/10/07-week/. 

Figure 176. Three-Dimensional Data Arrays (page 91). Source: Forrest Warthman.
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Glossary

Acyclic Graph—A network that has no loops. See page 26.

Analog—Continuously varying over time, as opposed to varying in discrete steps 
(usually values of 0 and 1). Said of electronic signals or devices. Compare digital. 

Asynchronous—Not synchronized in time with some other event(s), such as a peri-
odic clock signal. 

Backbone—On the Internet, the collection of large telephone and data-communi-
cation companies operating networks that connect together at peering points. See 
page 29.

Bandwidth—A frequency range of a communication channel, or maximum data-
transfer rate measured in bits per second. See page 24.

Bit—A binary digit, which can have the value 1 or 0. 

Blade—Same as computer blade.

Blade Server—Same as computer blade.

Board—Same as circuit board. 

Buffer—A small storage area, such a a queue or a memory location, used to stored 
data temporarily. Buffers are often used at port interfaces to help compensate for 
different transfer speeds on either side of the interface. See page 88.

Bus—A electrical network in which all nodes (buildings) connect to a single path 
segment (the central bus). The path segments may be monodirectional or bidirec-
tional. See page 26. 

Bypass Valve—A pressure-release valve that provides a fluid, such as air, water, 
or oil, with an alternative path when pressure exceeds a preset value. 

Byte—A set of eight bits.

Capacitor—An electronic device used to store electric charge. See page 79.

Circuit Board—A printed circuit board (PCB), on which conductive circuits are 
printed and to which electronic components and microchips are soldered. 

Circuit Switching—A method of connecting two communicating devices that forms 
a complete start-to-finish (source-to-destination) path exclusively for each commu-
nication session.

City Block—In a semiconductor, the rectangle formed by the smallest distance 
between electrically conductive paths running vertically and horizontally. Also 
called a unit square. 

Closed Loop—A network property that prohibits things flowing on the network from 
leaving the network under normal operating conditions. Surface trams, subways, 
and steam are typically closed-loop networks. For example, surface trams, 
subways, and steam networks are typically closed-loop networks. See page 44. 
Compare open loop. 

Computer Blade—A complete computer system (except for power supply and 
cooling) on a single circuit board. The power supply and cooling are typically 
provided by the rack (or cabinet) in which the blade is housed. Also called a server 
blade, blade server, or simply blade. See page 17.

Computer System—A complete computer, including microprocessor, memory, 
hard drive, power supply, and input and output ports capable of communicating 
with user controls and one or more external networks. 

Conformal Mapping—A version of a network or other structure that is derived by 
twisting so as to group parts, such as input and output ports, differently without 
changing the connectivity between the parts. See page 31.

Content-Addressable Memory (CAM)—A type of memory microchip in which loca-
tions are searched on the basis of their content rather than their address. Also 
called associative memory. See page 69.

Crossbar Switch—A matrix switch connecting several inputs to several outputs. 
See page 30.

Cyclic Graph—A network that has at least one loop. See page 26.

Digital—Varying over time in discrete steps (usually values of 0 and 1), as opposed 
to continuously varying. Said of electronic signals or devices. Compare analog. 

Diode—An electronic device that controls the direction of current flow by allowing 
flow in one direction and preventing flow in the opposite direction. See page 81.

Doped—The implanting of ions into a material that is made from atoms of another 
type of chemical element. Doping is typically done to increase or reduce the elec-
trical conductivity of a material. 

Exchange Gate—An electronic gate that has two data inputs, two data outputs, 
and one control input and output. Data arriving at the inputs is directed to one or 
the other output according to the state of the control signal, which is passed 
unchanged through the gate to its output. See page 87.

FDM—See frequency-division multiplexing. 

Free-Space Optical—Referring to communication using light beams traveling 
through space rather than through fiber-optic cables. 

Frequency-division multiplexing (FDM)—A method of communication-channel 
sharing in which the available bandwidth is divided into multiple bands, each of 
which is used as a separate channel. Compare time-division multiplexing. 

G—An abbreviation for giga, meaning billion. Compare K and M.
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Gate—This term has two meanings: (1) a transistor gate, the part of a transistor 
that controls the flow of electrons from one side of the gate, called the source, to 
the other side of the gate, called the drain, as shown in page 12, and (2) a logic 
gate, which is a collection of transistors and other basic circuit elements that 
perform a standard logic operation, as shown on page 84. 

High-Impedance State—A signal state which is neither high (logic value = 1) nor 
low (logic value = 0). The state in which a signal is disconnected from power 
source or ground. 

Hop—To move from one network router (called a node) to an adjacent network 
router. See page 29.

Hz—An abbreviation for Hertz, a unit of frequency-per-second in an electrical 
circuit. 1 Hz means one cycle per second. 

Inductor—An electronic device that consists of a multiturn coil of wire. When 
current flows through the device, it generates a magnetic field which in turn affects 
the flow of current. See page 82.

Internet Service Provider (ISP)—A company that provides computer users with 
access to the Internet. They do this by leasing connections to regional or national 
network providers. See page 27.

IP—The Internet Protocol. The convention used on the Internet to route packets 
through routers. See page 38.

IP Address—The Internet-Protocol address of a router or an end-user’s computer 
or other device. See page 34, 38, and 39. 

K—An abbreviation for kilo, meaning thousand. Compare M and G. 

M—An abbreviation for mega, meaning million. Compare K and G.

Main Memory—Same as Memory. 

Memory—Electronic memory implemented in microchips, as opposed to magnetic 
storage implemented in hard disk or tape drives. 

Mesh Network—A network in which all nodes connect to one another, by one or 
more path segments. The path segments may be monodirectional or bidirectional. 
See page 26. 

Microchip—A semiconductor integrated circuit of any kind. The simplest micro-
chips may contain only a few hundred transistors. The most complex microchips, 
such as microprocessors and systems-on-chip, may include millions of transistors. 
See page 15. 

Microprocessor—The essential and most complex microchip in a computer 
system. It executes instructions in programs that are stored in memory. See 
page 10. 

Multiplex—To implement a single communication channel that supports inter-
leaved or selective transmission of data from or to several sources or destinations.

Node—An intersection of path segments on a network. On the Internet, for 
example, nodes are typically routers. See page 26. 

Open Loop—A network property that allows things flowing on the network to leave 
the network. For example, water, sewer, gas, heating, and cooling networks can 
operate as open-loop networks. See page 44. Compare closed loop. 

Packet—A segment of data on a network. Packets traveling on the Internet typi-
cally range in size from a few dozen bytes to 1,500 bytes. See page 32. 

Peering Points—Internet nodes at which large telephone and data-communication 
companies and smaller Internet service providers connect their networks together 
through routers. See page 29.

Polysilicon—Semicrystalline silicon, consisting of many small silicon crystals. It is 
commonly used as a conducive material for fabricating transistor gates. See 
page 14. 

Queue—A waiting line or storage buffer in which data, people, or other objects are 
stored for retrieval in a specific order, typically the order in which data items were 
inserted (called first-in first-out, or FIFO). See page 89. 

Resistor—An electronic device used to control the flow of current through, and the 
voltage drop across, a circuit. See page 80.

Radio Frequency (RF)—The rate of oscillation, or frequency, of electrical circuits 
that are in the frequency band bounded by about 3 Hz to 300 GHz. 

Ring Network—An network in which all nodes connect to two adjacent path 
segments that are part of a loop. The path segments may be monodirectional or 
bidirectional. Bidirectional rings may be implemented in two monodirectional pairs. 
Rings typically connect to other non-ring networks. See page 26. 

Router—A device that selects an output port on a switch for each incoming packet, 
based on the destination address in the packet’s header. Most end-user routers 
consist of both a router and a switch. Nodes on the Internet are essentially routers. 
See page 32, 34, 38, and 39. Compare switch. 

Routing Table—A list of destination addresses and their corresponding switch 
output ports that is used by a router to control the forwarding of data packets from a 
switch’s input ports to its output ports. See page 34. 

Semiconductor—A microchip that combines very conductive materials, such as 
metals and doped polysilicon, with partially conductive materials to form and 
connect transistors. Compare doped. 
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Server—A computer that provides information requested by users, who are called 
clients. For example, Internet web pages seen in a user’s browser are sent to the 
browser by a server. 

Server Blade—Same as computer blade.

SoC—Same as system-on-chip. 

Spectrum—The electromagnetic spectrum, which consists of frequency bands 
dedicated to specific uses. 

Spread Spectrum—A radio-communication technology which spreads message 
transmissions across multiple frequencies or across signal bandwidth that is much 
greater than the message bandwidth. Codes, shared by both sources and destina-
tions, are typically used to specify frequency hopping. See page 24. 

Star Network—A network in which all nodes connect to one another, by one hop, 
through a central node. The path segments may be monodirectional or bidirec-
tional. See page 26. 

Switch—A device that either (1) connects network segments to form a complete 
source-to-destination communication circuit, a method called circuit-switching, or 
(2) moves data packets from its input ports to its output ports, typically based on 
control signals from a router, a method called packet-switching. Most end-user 
routers consist of both a switch and a router. See page 31, 38, and 39. Compare 
router. 

Synchronous—Synchronized in time with some other event(s), such as a periodic 
clock signal. 

System-on-Chip (SoC)—A more-or-less complete system on a chip. A microchip 
that may contain a microprocessor and logic for input and output, communications, 
timing, memory, or other system-related functions. 

TDM—See time-division multiplexing. 

Time-Division Multiplexing (TDM)—A method of communication-channel sharing 
in which the available bandwidth is divided into repeating sets of small time-slots, 
each of which is used as a separate channel. Compare frequency-division multi-
plexing. 

Topology—The geometric properties of a space or network that are preserved 
when reformed in a continuous manner. See page 26. Compare conformal 
mapping. 

Transceiver—A device that is both a transmitter and a receiver. 

Transistor—An electronic device that functions like valve or switch. One common 
type of transistor has, in its OFF state, a source, drain, and gate with negative 
charge. A small positive voltage on the gate pulls electrons closer to the gate, 

forming an electron channel in the source-to-drain gap. Then, a larger positive 
voltage on the drain causes electrons to flow across the source-to-drain gap, which 
is the transistor’s ON state. See page 83. 

Tree—A network in which all nodes connect to one another by one or more path 
segments that form a unique path, like tree branches connect to the tree trunk 
(called the root). Trees are acyclic graphs; they have no loops. The path segments 
may be monodirectional or bidirectional. See page 26. 

Ultra-Wideband (UWB)—A type of spread-spectrum technology that uses very low 
power and large amounts of spectrum for high-bandwidth communication over 
short distances. See page 24. Compare spread spectrum. 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)—A small, unmanned flying robot that can be 
used, for example, as a radio-frequency repeater or router for communication 
networks. 

Via—A vertical connection between layers of metal in a semiconductor. See 
page 25.

Virtual Output Queue—A switch’s input-port queue that holds packets destined for 
a specific output port on the same switch. See page 32. 

VLSI—Very large scale integration. Said of dense semiconductor circuits, such as 
those shown on page 10. 

Wi-Fi—A wireless communication protocol that supports transmission bandwidths 
of up to 54 megabits per second over distances of up to 300 feet (100 meters). See 
page 24. 

WiMAX—A wireless communication protocol that supports transmission band-
widths of up to 70 megabits per second over distances of up to 30 miles (50 kilo-
meters). See page 24. 

Wired-OR—A direct connection of two inputs and one output with no control func-
tion (comparable to a valve) between the inputs and output. 

Wireless—Transmission of communication signals over radio frequencies rather 
than through wire or optical cables. Compare radio frequency. 
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